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c . l 





The nonzero characteristic roots of a random matrix 
W ~ Wb_1 (t- l,a2I,M) with r(M) = 1 play an important role in the analy-
sis of the two-way crossed classification design with one observation 
per cell when the model is given by y. . = lJ + T • + S . + >.a. y. + e .. , 
lJ l J l J lJ 
i = 1,2, .•. ,t; j = 1,2, .•. ,b and e .. ~ i . i .d. N(O,a2). Two different 
lJ 
methods for generating random matrices having noncentral Wishart dis-
tributions are presented and for b = 5, t = 8, a detailed Monte Carlo 
istic roots of these random matrices. 
As a result of the Monte Carlo study, the power of the likeli-
hood ratio test of H :>. = 0 in the above model has been determined. 
0 
An estimator of the a2 has previously been proposed by Johnson and 
Graybill (1972b) in the two-way classification model above which is 
a function of £ 2 , £ 3 , ... , £b-l where £ 1 > £ 2 > 
nonzero characteristic roots of Z'Z and where Z 
> £b-l are the 
[z .. ] and 
lJ 
z .. = y .. - y. - y . + y lJ lJ l• • J •• Based on the Monte Carlo study some 
properties of this estimator including one sided (upper) confidence 
intervals for a 2 , have been determined. Approximate critical points 
of the two statistics b \. (y. - y ) 2 I(£ 2 + ... + Q_b-l) and L. l 1• •• 
t L. (y . - y ) 2 /(£ 2 + ... + £b_1), which are the likelihood ratio J • J •• 
test statistics for testing treatment effects and block effects, r e-
spectively, in the above model, are given. 
iii 
Approximate critical points of the quantity ~2 /(~2 + ... + ~b-l), 
which is the likelihood ratio test statistic for testing H :A 
0 
the model 
have been determined. 
0 in 
The distribution of Tukey's test for nonadditivity in the two-
way crossed classification design with one observation per cell is 
given in a form that is independent of the nature of the interaction. 
The powers of the likelihood ratio test for interaction given by John-
son and Graybill (1972b) and Tukey's test for interaction are compared 
for two different types of alternative hypotheses. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Data analysts have long been concerned with the problem of giving 
a complete analysis of the two-way crossed classification design with 
one observation per cell when interaction is present in the data. 
Conventional tests of hypotheses and statistical inferences are not 
applicable in this case since an estimate of the error variance is 
1 
not available. Transformation of the data to additive data has been 
one solution to this problem; however, interpretation of the physical 
units of the transformed data is difficult. Recent contributions to 
the analysis of this design include a test for interaction, a test for 
testing differences in treatments and/or blocks when interaction is 
present, and an estimate of the error variance when interaction is pre-
sent. Each of these has been accomplished without any type of trans-
formation on the data. 
The tests and the estimate of the error variance mentioned above 
are functions of the characteristic roots of random matrices having 
certain Wishart distributions. In the case of the test for interaction, 
the Wishart distribution involved is, under the hypothesis of no inter-
action, a central distribution and critical points of the test statistic 
have previously been obtained. For the alternative hypothesis, the 
random matrix has a noncentral Wishart distribution. Likewise, the 
test statistic for testing for treatment differences and the error 
variance estimator are functions of the characteristic roots of a random 
matrix having a noncentral Wishart distribution. 
2 
Up to the present time, the fact that noncentral Wishart distribu-
tions are involved in the above mentioned analyses has presented dif-
ficult tasks in studying such problems as determining the power of the 
likelihood ratio test for interaction or determining some properties 
of the estimator of the error variance. A partial solution to these 
problems is presented in this thesis. A Monte Carlo technique for gen-
erating random matrices having any desired noncentral Wishart distribu-
tion is developed and from these matrices the characteristic roots can 
be obtained and the distributions of the functions of the characteristic 
roots can then be approximated. With these approximated distribution 
functions it has been possible to study the power of the likelihood 
ratio test for interaction, to determine some properties of the error 
variance estimator, including a discussion of one sided (upper) confi-
dence intervals for the error variance, and to study some related pro-
blems. 
An additional problem considered in this thesis is concerned with 
the test for interaction in the two-way crossed classification design 
with one observation per cell which was presented by Tukey (1949). The 
power of this test for a particular alternative hypothesis was discussed 
by Ghosh and Sharma (1963). In this thesis, the distribution of Tukey's 
test statistic will be given independent of the nature of the alter-
native hypothesis. From this, a comparison of the power of Tukey's 
test and the likelihood ratio test will be given for two different 
types of alternative hypotheses. 
3 
II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Data that fits into the two-way crossed classification design with 
interaction and one observation per cell is data which satisfies the 
following conditions. The observed response, y .. , can be expressed in 
l] 
terms of an unknown parameter ~ which is common to all the y .. 's' T. 
1] 1 
which is the effect due to one set of treatments, s. 
J 
which is the effect 
due to a second set of treatments, which for this study will be called 
blocks but with no implication that the randomized block design is being 
considered, y .. which is the interaction effect (if any) between the 
l] 
i'th treatment and the j'th block, and e .. which is an unobservable 
l] 
random error assumed for this discussion to be independently and identi-
cally distributed as a normal random variable with mean zero and vari-
ance cr2. Thus, a model for this design is given by 
y.. ~ + T. + SJ. + y .. + e .. 1] 1 l] lJ 
(2.1) 
i = 1,2, ... ,t; j 1,2, ... ,b 
where e .. rv i.i.d. N(O,cr 2 ) for all i and j. It is also assumed that 
l] 
L:i T. L:. s. = 0, l:i Y ij = 0 for each j, L:. y .. = 0 for each i, and l J J J l] 
b < t. When y .. = 0 for all i and j ' the data is defined to be addi-
- l] 
tive. For the contrary case, that is y .. 
1] -1= 
0 for some i and j ' much 
work has been done by other authors relative to testing the hypothesis 
of no interaction (H :y .. = 0 for all i and j) and what to do if the 
0 1] 
hypothesis of no interaction is rejected. Because there is only one 
observation available for each combination of treatments and blocks, 
4 
the conventional F test for interaction is not applicable since there 
is no estimate of the error variance available. 
Generally, two methods of attacking the problem of interaction have 
developed through the years. The first method has been to develop a 
test of H :y .. = 0 for all i and j. If H is rejected, that is, if the 
0 lJ 0 
model is as given by (2.1), then a transformation is applied to the data 
with the hopes of making the transformed data additive. The second meth-
od of attack has been to specify some functional form for they .. either 
lJ 
in terms of the other given parameters~, T1 , ... ,Tt' and s1 , ... ,8b or 
by means of defining new additional parameters. Some commonly used func-
tions have been y .. = a..S., y,. = CT.8., andy .. = >.a..y .. Testing the 
lJ l J lJ l J lJ l J 
hypothesis of no interaction in each of these cases is equivalent to 
testing H :a. = 0 for all i, H :c = 0, and H :>. = 0, respectively. Spec-
o l 0 0 
ifying a functional form for they .. still leaves the problems of deter-
lJ 
mining suitable tests for interaction and estimating the parameters in 
the model. 
Tukey (1949) was the first to determine a test for interaction by 
partitioning a single degree of freedom sum of squares from the residual 
sum of squares. Tukey did not specify any functional form for the inter-
action; however, Scheffe (1959) and Graybill (1961) gave heuristic de-
velopments of Tukey's test and its relationship to the functional form 
y .. = cT.S .. In the event that H is rejected Tukey recommended that 
lJ l J 0 
the data be transformed. Ghosh and Sharma (1963) were able to calculate 
the power of Tukey's test under the alternative hypothesis that y .. 
lJ 
= CTi8j • They showed that the power of the test was a function of the 
three quantities Li T~/o 2 , Ij 8~/o2 , and c 2o2 and that the power was l J 
very good for small values of c2o2 and large values of the other two 
quantities. From their work, it is also clear that if either I. T~/o 2 
1 1 
5 
or I. S~/o 2 is small (or zero), then the power of Tukey's test for this 
J J 
alternative hypothesis will also be low (or zero). 
Ward and Dick (1952) studied the model given by 
y .. = 11 + T. + s. + CT.S. +e .. 1J 1 J 1 J 1J 
(2.2) 
i 1,2, ••• ,t; j 1,2, .•• ,b 
where e .. '\., i.i.d. N(O,o 2 ) for all i and j and Ii T. = I. s. = o. They 1J 1 J J 
were able to obtain an iterative solution to the set of normal equations 
resulting from minimizing the residual sum of squares and, in fact, showed 
that the reduction in the sum of squares obtained by using the first 
set of iterates was exactly the same quantity given by Tukey in his test 
for interaction. Furthermore, their technique of determining an itera-
tive solution to a set of normal equations was also shown to be appli-
cable to the balanced incomplete block design when the model is given 
by (2.2). 
Mandel (1961) developed the model 
y.. 11 + T. + S. + a.S. +e .. ; 1J 1 J 1 J 1] 
(2. 3) 
i = 1,2, .•• ,t; j 1,2, ... ,b 
where e .. ~ i.i.d. N(O,o 2 ) for all i and j and L· T. = L· S. = L· a. 0. 1J 1 1 J J 1 1 
He termed data satisfying this model as a bundle of t straight lines 
since (2.3) can be written as 
y .. = ( 11 + T.) + (a. + 1) S. + e .. 
1J 1 1 J 1J 
(2. 4) 
where 11. = 11 + T. and Q. =a.+ 1. In (2.4), H becomes a test of 
1 1 1 1 0 
Q. = 1, i = 1,2, ..• ,t. Tukey (1962) extended the model (2.3) by de-
l 
veloping the model 
y .. = lJ + T • + SJ. + T • y . + a . S . + e .. 1J 1 1 J 1 J 1J 
where e . . ~ i.i.d. N(O,cr 2 ) for all i and j, I. T = I1. a 1. 1J 1 i 
=I. y, = 0 which he termed the vacuum cleaner model. 
J J 
Williams (1952) developed the model 
lJ + S. + 8T.y. +e .. ; J 1 J 1J i = 1,2, ... ,t; 
(2.5) 
j = 1,2, ... ,b; k = 1,2, ... ,n 
where e.J.k ~ i.i.d. N(O,cr 2 ) for all i, j, and k, L
1
• T1. =I. S. =I. y, 1 J J J J 
= 0, and L· T~ =I. y~ = 1. His interpretation of the 8T.y . term was 1 1 J J 1 J 
that in certain applications, it is appropriate to consider the i'th 
treatment effect as being weighted; the magnitude of the weight being 
6 
determined by the j'th block. In estimating the parameters he found that, 
in particular, by forming the t x b matrix R where r .. = y .. - y . 1J lJ • • J • 
the estimate of the {y1 , y 2 , .•. , yb} was the characteristic vector of 
the b x b matrix R'R corresponding to its largest characteristic root. 
Note that he assumed a replicated experiment, thus having an independent 
estimate of cr 2 available for tests of significance. 
Gollob (1963) and Mandel (1969) independently developed the model 
where e .. ~ i.i.d. N(O,cr 2 ) for all i and j, I. T. lJ 1 l 
=I. y. = 0 for each p = 1,2, ... ,b-1, and L· a~ J JP 1 1p 
e .. 1J (2. 6) 
I. s. = o, I. a. J J l 1p 
I. Y~ = 1 for each 
J JP 
p. ' Gollob's method of estimating the interaction parameters was to 
7 
require the matrix of least squares estimates [y .. ] of the t x b matrix lJ 
of parameters [y .. ] be expressed as the sum of successive multiplicative lJ 
contrasts such that each contrast is orthogonal to all previous contrasts 
and accounts for a maximum of the remaining variance of {y .. }. Note that lJ 
Yij is given by yij - yi• - Y.j + Y ••. In effect, Gollob expressed 
y ij as 
(2.7) 
where {A1 > X2 > ••• > Ab-l} is the set of ordered characteristic roots 
of matrix [y .. ]'[y .. ] or [y .. ][y .. ]' and {y1 , .•. ,yb 1} and {&1 , ... ,&b 1 } lJ lJ lJ lJ - - - - - -
are the sets of associated characteristic vectors. Mandel, on the other 
hand, arrived at the same set of estimates by using the method of least 
squares. Neither was able to determine an exact test for determining 
how many of the multiplicative terms should be retained in the model. 
Both placed much emphasis on comparing the magnitudes of the mean squares 
associated with each term in the decomposition of y ... Two important lJ 
differences existed between these two developments: The first was the 
method of assigning degrees of freedom to the sums of squares and the 
second was the fact that Gollob assumed more than one observation per 
cell, thus having an independent estimate of the error variances avail-
able. 
Milliken and Graybill (1970) developed what they called the extended 
general linear model given by 
"l. = X~ + Fa + e (2. 8) 
where X is an n x p matrix of known constants of rank q (q 2 p), ~ is 
a p x 1 vector of unknown parameters, F is ann x k ·matrix of functions 
8 
f .. where the functional form of each f .. is known but the argument of lJ lJ 
each is an estimable function of the unknown parameters in ~' ~ is a 
k x 1 vector of unknown parameters and ~ is an n x 1 unobserved normal 
random vector with mean zero and covariance matrix o2 I. Notice that 
model (2.2), with F corresponding to~ x ~and~= c, model (2.3), with 
F = § x It, and a = ~, and Tukey's vacuum cleaner model with F 
[~ x It Ib x ~]and~= [a1 , ... ,at,y1 , ... ,yb]' are special cases of 
model (2.8). The test for interaction in model (2.8) is equivalent to 
testing H :a = Q. 
0 -
A third approach to the problem of interaction in the two-way crossed 
classification design with one observation per cell was presented by 
Johnson (1970) and Johnson and Graybill (1972a). By defining the no-
tion of a 2 x 2 contrast in the observations satisfying model (2.1), 
it was shown that the uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimate of 
a2 in an additive model could be expressed in terms of the 2 x 2 con-
trasts. Furthermore, they developed a conservative test of the hypoth-
esis that all 2 x 2 contrasts in the observations are equal to zero. 
The test statistic for this test is the function of the characteristic 
roots of the b X b matrix Z'Z where z is the t X b matrix [ z . . ] ' lJ 
z .. = yij - yi· - y. j + y •• . As a result of this test, an unbiased lJ 
estimate of a2 was determined ~vhich is independent of treatment and 
block effects thus making it possible to conditionally test for treat-
ment and block differences. The importance of this approach to the 
problem of interaction lies in the fact that no functional form of the 
interaction term y .. is assumed and that an unbiased estimate of cr 2 is lJ 
obtained without making a transformation of the data. It is particularly 
useful if the interaction is being caused by a few scattered outliers. 
9 
Further work by Johnson (1970) and Johnson and Graybill (1972b) 
led to improvements in the developments of the models (2.5) and (2.6). 
In this work, attention was restricted to the case of expressing the 
interaction term as a single multiplicative term so that the model as-
sumed was given by 
Y1.J. = ~ + T. + S. + Aa.y. +e .. l J l J lJ (2.9) 
where e .. ~ N(O,cr2) for all i and j, L· Ti = L· a.= L· S. = L· y. = 0, lJ l l 1 J J J J 
L· a~= L· y~ = 1, and b < t. Maximum likelihood estimates of all para-
1 l J J 
meters were obtained and the likelihood ratio test of H :A = 0 was de-
o 
termined. The test statistic for this test is the same function of the 
characteristic roots of the b x b matrix Z'Z as the function used in 
the test of the significance of 2 x 2 contrasts. In addition, a like-
lihood ratio test statistic was presented for testing treatment (block) 
differences in the presence of interaction. Note that if H
0
:T1 = T2 
= ••• = T is accepted, then model (2.9) becomes the model (2.5) pre-
t 
sented by Williams. Finally, in this same work an estimate of cr2 was 
proposed for model (2.9) which is independent of treatment and block 
effects. The estimate is a multiple of the maximum likelihood estimate 
of cr2 and is unbiased if A = 0. 
In choosing a problem for this thesis, early consideration was 
given to the problem of computing the power of the likelihood ratio 
test when A# 0 in model (2.9). Johnson and Graybill showed that the 
distribution of the characteristic roots of a random Wishart matrix W 
where W ~ Wb-l (t-l,cr2I,M) where the noncentrality matrix M has rank 
one and its nonzero characteristic root is A2 . The distribution function 
of the characteristic roots of the noncentral Wishart matrix when the 
10 
rank of M is k < b-1 and the covariance matrix is cr 2 I was given by James 
(1964) as 
1 
- 2 tr S1 (t-1 1 l 
= e OFl -2-;4 st,W 
x e 





(b-1) ( t-1) 
2 
n (.Q,.- .Q,.); 




where S1 is a diagonal matrix whose nonzero elements are solutions to the 
determinantal equation jM- xo 2 rj = 0, W is a diagonal matrix whose non-
zero elements .Q,1 ,.Q,2 , ... ,.Q,b-l are solutions of jw- xcr 2 rj = 0, and 
F (t -l 
1 
n w] . . f . . . f 1 1 . 1 . h 1 
0 1 --2-;2 •G, 1s an 1n 1n1te ser1es o zona po ynom1a s 1n t e e ements 
of S1 and W [see James (1964)]. 
To date, this writer is unaware of any known results relative to 
critical points or expected values of the individual .Q,. 's when A I 0. 
l 
De Waal (1972) and Saw (1973) have arrived at expressions for the ex-
pected values of the elementary symmetric functions of .Q,1 , ... ,.Q,b-l but 
these results do not seem to be applicable to finding the expected values 
of the individual roots. Al-Ani (1970) obtained the distribution of the 
second largest root in terms of an infinite series of the same type as 
in (2.10). Both James and Al-Ani indicate that the infinite series con-
verges very slowly for even moderate values of A2 and hence the density 
functions are of very limited use for tabulation of critical points. 
Numerous other articles were referred to in preparing this thesis, 
the extent of which will be indicated in the later chapters. 
11 
III. GENERATING RANDOM MATRICES WITH 
A NONCENTRAL DISTRIBUTION 
A. Introduction 
For a two-way crossed classification design with one observation 




11 + T • + S . + A a. y . + e .. l J l J lJ 
1,2, ... ,t; j 1,2, ... ,b 
( 3.1) 
where e [ell ,el2' · • · elb ,e21' · · · ,e2b' · · · ,etl' · • · ,etb]' ""' Nbt (O ' 02 Ibt) · 
So that all parameters are estimable in model (3.1), the following 
restrictions will be assumed: 
L· T. = L· s. = L· a. = L· y. = 0 and L· a~= L· s~ = 1. l l J J l l J J l l J J 
For convenience, let Z = [z .. ] be the t x b matrix of residuals 
lJ 
where z .. = y .. - y. - y . + y withy. = -b1 \~ 1 y .. for each i, lJ lJ 1 • • J • • 1 • L J = lJ 
1 \t 1 \t \b 
Y.j = t Li=l yij for each j, Y •• = bt Li=l Lj=l yij" Also, let 
f [yij] be the t X b matrix of interaction parameters; that is yij 
Aaiyj. Note that r = A~1' where~= [a1 ,a2 , ..• ,at]' and 1 = [y1 , 
y2, ..• ,yb]'. 
Johnson and Graybill (1972b) presented the following theorems 
relative to the model (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. In the model (3.1) the maximum likelihood estimates 
of the parameters are: 
"' Ti = yi·- Y •• , i = 1,2, •.. ,t, 
j 
~2 = .Q, 
1 
1,2, ... ,b, 
where £1 is the largest characteristic root of Z'Z (or ZZ'), & is a 
normalized characteristic vector of ZZ' corresponding to the root 21 , 
"'2 - < I and a - £2 + ... + .Q,b-l) bt where .Q, 2 , £3 , •.. , .Q,b-l are the remaining 
nonzero characteristic roots of Z'Z. 
THEOREM 3.2. In the model (3.1) the likelihood ratio test sta-
tistic for testing H :A 
0 




z .. lJ 
0 vs. H :A # 0 is 
a 
where 
trace (ZZ') \b-1 Li=l £i. 
(3.2) 
Thus (3.2) can be 
12 
so that cri tical points of the statistic £1 /(£1 + ... + .Q,b-l) are neces-
sary to carry out the likelihood ratio test. 
THEOREM 3.3. In the model (3.1) the likelihood ratio test sta-
tistic for testing H :T 1 = .•. = T vs. H !T. # T. for some i # j is o t a 1 J 
A1 where 
13 
( 3. 3) 
From (3.3) it is seen that critical points of the statistic 
b \' . (y. !...l l• 
THEOREM 3.4. The nonzero roots, 11 > 12 > ••• > 1b~l' of the 
matrix ZZ' (or Z'Z) are distributed as the roots of a matrix W that 
has the Wishart distribution Wb-l ( t-1, cr 2 I, Kb r' fl~) where ~ is a 
1 b x b-1) matrix such that Kb~ = Ib_1 and ~Kb = Ib b Jb. (In is an 
n x n identity matrix and J is ann x n matrix of one's.) 
n 
In general, a random matrix W is said to have the Wishart distri-
bution W (n,E,M) if W = Ln
1
. __ 1 x.x~ where x., i = 1, ... ,n are distributed p -l-l -l 
independently N (~.,E) and M \n ~.~~. In particular, if~.= 0 p -l !...i=l -l-l -l 
for all i, then M = 0 and W is said to have a central Wishart distri-
bution W (n,E,O); or simply W (n,E). For the general case of M I 0, p p 
W is said to have the noncentral Wishart distribution. 
From Theorem 3.1, the maximum likelihood estimate of the error 
variance is given as 62 = (12 
Under H :A = 0, Tr(Z'Z) ~ cr 2 . 
0 
+ ... + 1b_1)/bt or 62 = (Tr Z'Z- 11)/bt. 
x2 [(b~l)(t-l)] so EH (cr 2) = [(b-l)(t-l)cr2 
0 
- v1cr2]/bt where v1 = EH (11/a
2). 
0 
Thus an unbiased estimate of cr2 under 
H is given by 
0 
14 
.Q,2 + ... + 
(b-1) (t-1) (3.4) 
Mandel (1969) and Johnson and Graybill (1972b) both suggested that the 
estimator o2 was probably a "good" estimator of cr 2 when A -:f 0. Note 
that when A -:f 0, Tr(Z'Z) has a noncentral distribution so cr 2 will be 
biased in this case. In a later chapter, the results of a Monte Carlo 
study of cr 2 as an estimator for cr 2 will be discussed. 
As a result of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, it is seen that the 
distribution of the functions £1 /(£1 + ... + £b_1), b Li (yi•- Y •• ) 2 /(£2 
+ ... + .Q,b-l), and £ 2 + ... + .Q,b-l of the characteristic roots of the matrix 
Z'Z (or ZZ') are of special interest. For the function £1 /(£1 ~ ... + £b_1), 
Johnson and Graybill (1972b) obtained exact critical points for selected 
values of b and t and obtained approximate results for a wide range of 
other values of b and t under H :A = 0. Schuurman, Krishnaiah, and 
0 
Chattapadhyay (1973) were able to obtain results for a wide range of 
values of b and t for the special cases when the quantity (t - b - 1)/2 
is nonnegative integer and A = 0. In the case when A -:f 0 very little 
is known about the distribution of £1 /(£1 + ... + .Q,b-l) and, because of 
this, studying the power of the likelihood ratio test given by Theorem 
3.2 has not been possible up to this point. For the function b L· (y. l l• 
- y •• ) 2/ (£ 2 + ... + .Q,b-l), it is worth noting that under the hypothesis 
of no difference in treatments, b I.(y. - y ) 2 ~ cr 2 ·x2 (t-l) and is l l• •• 
independent of £2 + ... + .Q,b-l" The independence follows from the fact 
that the characteristic roots of Z'Z are functions of the residuals 
yij = yi• -y·j + Y •• which are independent of the quantities yi•- Y •• , 
i = 1,2, ••• ,t. Hence in order to completely analyze the two-way crossed 
15 
classification design, the distribution of t 2 + ... + tb-l is important 
when A 'I- 0. 
From Theorem 3.4, the characteristic roots of Z'Z are dist ributed 
as the roots of a matrix W with a particular Wishart distribution. For 
the case of model (3.1) when A -=1- 0, W"' Wb_1 (t-1, o
2I, Kb r ' r~) with 
rz;, r 'r~ = Kb(Ar~')(A~J:,)Kb = A 2K{,:y:y'~· In this case the (b-1) x (b-1) 
matrix A2Kbrr'l<b clearly has rank one. Furthermore, with ~ as given 
i n Theorem 3.4 
= Kb::t::t' ~ • 
The last equality holds since Lj y j = 0 and Lj Yj = 1. Thus Kb:Y::t'~ 
is a symmetric idempotent matrix of rank one so its nonzero character-
istic root is one . From this, it follows that A2 is the nonzero char-
acteristic root of A2Kbr:Y 'Kb· 
Anderson and Girshcik (1944) obtained the density function for a 
p x p random matrix W with the Wishart distribution W (n)o2I ,M) where p 
M = di ag(d1 ,o, . .. ,O) and d1 > 0 as 




= E(E-12 e · 
(o2)n/2 2np 4 n r(n-i] (3.6) 7T' 
. 1 2 1= 
X L~=O 1 (dlwllt 0 < w . . < ()() 22i 02 1 ] i! r (n+2i/2) i < j = 1,2, • •• ,p 
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0 < ~ < ~ < ••• < ~ < 00 p p-1 1 
F (n,p,cr 2 , ~ 1 , .•. '~p) is an infinite sum for which the 
are 1, d1s 1 /2npcr
2
, 





( 3. 7) 
four 
3 3 
+ Bs 3) ] I [ 48np (n+2) (p+2) (n+4) (p+4) crl2], 2~=1 ~j. [d1 (s1 + 6s1s 2 where s = q' J 
j 1,2,3. James indicates explicit expressions for three additional 
terms of this series. Exact results such as critical points or expected 
values of individual roots are unknown to date; one reason for this is 
that the infinite series converges very slowly, even for small values 
of d1 . Because of the complexity of the density functions (3.6) and 
(3. 7), the next sections of this chapter discuss methods for generating 
random matrices with noncentral Wishart distributions . With these 
matrices available, the above mentioned functions of their character-
istic roots can be studied. 
Odell and Fieveson (1966) presented a Monte Carlo technique for 
generating random matrices having a central Wishart distribution, W (n,E). p 
They showed that by generating p(p+l)/2 independent random variables 
they could realize a matrix W which is distributed as W (n,E). In p 
section B of this chapter, a general method for generating noncentral 
Wishart matrices is presented which makes use of the method of Odell 
17 
and Fieveson along with some properties of independent Wishart matrices. 
In section C, the special case when r(M) = 1 is considered since this 
is the situation that applies when considering the functions of the 
characteristic roots mentioned earlier in this section. There it will 
be shown how Odell and Fieveson's method can be extended to give an 
efficient method for generating the particular noncentral Wishart rna-
trices. Finally, section D will be concerned with generating functions 
of noncentral Wishart matrices which are applicable to some areas of 
multivariate analysis. 
B. Generating Noncentral Wishart Matrices When r(M) m 
In order to present the methods for generating random Wishart 
matrices W '""' W (n,L: ,M) when r(H) = m, 1 _:: m _:: p,. several theorems from p 
matrix algebra and Wishart distribution theory will be useful. The 
proofs of the first two theorems are omitted since they can be found 
in many texts on the subject. (See for example, Graybill (1969).) 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A be a p x p real nonnegative definite matrix. 
Then there exists a real nonsingular matrix E such that E'AE = D where 
Dis a diagonal matrix with nonnegative diagonal elements d1 ,d2 , ... ,dp 
and there exists a real matrix C such that A= C'C. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be a p x p real positive definite matrix. 
Let B be p x p real symmetric matrix. Then there exists a nonsingular 
matrix C such that C'AC = Ip and C'BC = D where D = diag(d1 ,d2 , ... ,dp) 
with d1 , d2 , .•. , dp the characteristic roots of the matrix A-
1B. 
THEOREM 3. 7. Let W "' W (n, L: ,M). The· characteristic function of p 
the elements of W is given by 
where 
Proof: 
... 'n • 
I 1
-n/2 [1 -1 -1 l ~ (T) I - 2iTL: exp 2 Tr{ [ (L: - 2il:TL:) - L: · ]M} 
t11 
1 2 t12 
T 
1 









Let W = \n x.x~ where x independently N ( 11 .,L:), i = 1,2, Li=l -1-1 -i p ~l 
Let the p(p+1)/2 components of W be given as w11 ,w12 , ... ,wlp' 
w22 , ... ,w2p, ... ,wpp and letT denote a real symmetric p x p matrix 
1 1 1 1 
with components t 11 , 2 t 12 , ... , 2 tlp' t 22 , 2 t 23 , ... , 2 t 2p, ... ,tpp 
Then 
Now for each i, 
~(T) E[exp(i Tr(TW))] 
E[exp(i Tr(T Ln
1
. __ 1 x.x~))] -l-l 
E[exp(In
1
. __ 1 i x~Tx.)] -l -l 
n 
= ~ E[exp(i x~Tx.)] . 
i=l -l -l 
18 
J 
IEI~112 1 -1 E exp(i x~Tx.) = R exp(i x~Tx.) 12 exp[- -2 (x.-l.l.) 'L: · (x.-l.l.) ]dx. -1 -1 -1 -1 ( 2rr)p · -1 -1 -1 ~1 -1 p 
lrl~112 J 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
· · R exp{- -2 [_x1. - (L: - 2iT) L: _11 1. ]' 0: - 2iT) [_x1. -
= (2rr)p/2 
p 
2iTE)-1E-l]J. 1 ' -l ] 
-1 - -2 ]l.E . Jl. 
-1 -1 
f IE~
1 - 2iTI 1' 2 
x R -------::--- exp{- 2
1 [x. - (E-l - 2iT) -lE-1 ]1.]' 
p (2n)P/ 2 - 1 -1 
The last integral has the value one so 
IEI-1/2 
E[exp(i x~Tx.) = 
-1 -1 1 1/2 exp [t Jl~(E IE- - 2iTI - 1 
-1 1 ' -1 2iETE) · Jl. ~ -2 ]l.E Jl.] -1 -1 -1 
= I I - 2iTE 1-l/2 exp{ 12 Jl ~ [E (I - 2iTE) ]-lJl. - 12 Jl ~ E-ll-1.} -1 -1 -1 -1 
Finally, 
n 
¢(T) = ~ E[exp(i x~Tx.)] 
i=l -1 -1 
= I I - 2 i TE 1-n I 2 exp '-12 I~ _1 T r { [ E (I - 2 iT E) ] -1 Jl . ll ~ - E - 1 Jl . Jl ~ }] L 1- · -1-1 -1-1 
where M = In
1
. __ 1 ]J.Jl~. -1-1 
THEOREM 3.8. Let W. ~independent W (n.,E,M.), j = 1,2, ••. ,k. 
J p J J k . 
Then Ij=l Wj ~ Wp(n, ,M) where n = n1 + ... + nk and M = M1 + ... + ~· 
Proof: The conclusion will follow if the characteristic function of 
I~=l wj can be determined where wj ~independent Wp(nj,E,Mj), j = 1,2, 
..• , k. Thus 




= ~ E{exp[iTr(TW.)]}. 
j=l J 
Us i ng Theorem 3.7, 
k k ~. E { exp [ i Tr (TW. ) ] } = ~. I I _ 21. T" ,-n j I 2 [1 { [" ( 2 . ") ] - 1 -1} ] J =l J J=l . ~.. exp 2 Tr ~.. I- 1T~.. L: · Mj 
= lr 2iTEI-n/2 exp[~ I~=1 Tr[{[E(I- 2iTl:)]-1 - z:-1 }Mj]] 
= lr- 2iTEI-n/2 exp[~ Tr[{[l:(I- 2iTl:)]-1 - E- 1 HI~=1 Mj)l] 
and the conclusion follows. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let w~ W (n,L:,M). If Q is any real nonsingular p 
p x p matrix, then Q'WQ ~ W (n,Q'L:Q,Q'MQ). p 
Proof: The proof will consist of determining the characteristic func-
tion of Q'WQ. Now 
E{exp[i Tr(TQ'WQ)]} = E{exp[i Tr(QTQ'W)]} 
= II- 2iQTQ'L:I-n/2 exp{~ Tr[(L:- 2i~QTQ'L:)-l- L:- 1 ]M} 
[IQ-1 1 ·II- 2iQTQ'L:I IQI ]-n/2 exp{t Tr[(~- 2il: QTQ'~)-l- L:-1 ]M} 
Consider the argument of the func t ion exp. 
1 -1 -1 2 Tr[(~- 2il:QTQ'~) - ~ ]M 
= _!_ Tr[(L: - 2i~QTQ'L:)-1Q,-1Q' MQQ-1 - ~-lQ,-lQ ' MQQ-1] 
2 
= ~ Tr[{[(Q'(~- 2il:QTQ'L:)]-l - . ~-lQ'MQ}Q-l] 
= ; Tr[Q-l({ [Q' (L: - 2il:QTQ'L:) ]-l - . ~-lQ'-l}Q'MQ)] 
21 
= ~ Tr[{[Q'(L:- 2iL:QTQ'L:)QJ-l- (Q'l:Q)-l}Q'MQ] 
= ~ Tr{[(Q'l:Q- 2iQ'l:QTQ'l:Q)-l- (Q'L:Q)-l]Q' MQ} . 
With this form of the argument for exp, it follows that (3.8) is the 
characteristic function for a random matrix with the distribution 
W (n,Q'L:Q,Q'MQ). p 
To generate random Wishart matrices in the central case, the ob-
vi ous procedure is to generate np independent random normal variates 
with mean zero and variance one. This yields n p-dimensional random 
vectors v
1
• such that v. ~ i.i.d. N (O,I ), i = 1,2, .•. ,n. Hence 
'- "'-1 p - p 
U = \~ 1 y.y~ ~ W (n,I ). If the random matrix is to be distributed L1= -1-.1 p p 
as W (n,l:) with l: known, then choose C according to Theorem 3.5 so that p 
C'C = l:. Thus, by Theorem 3.9, the matrix W = C'UC"' W (n,l:). This p 
method requires that np random variates be generated and that the 
p(p+l)/2 quantities u .. fori 2 j = 1,2, .•• ,p be calculated where, lJ 
for each i and j, uij = L~=l ykiykj. 
Odell and Fieveson (1966) presented a more efficient method of 
generating random matrices W from the distribution W (n,l:) when L: is p 
known. Their algorithm is as follows. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. Generate a finite sequence of independent normal 
random variates with mean zero and variance one, say {n .. : i < j = 1, 
1J 
2, •.. ,p}, and a finite sequence of independent chi-squared random vari-
ates, say {vj: j = 1,2, ... ,p}, where vj ~ x2 (n-j+l), j = 1,2, .•. ,p. 
Then the p x p symmetric matrix U which is defined below will be dis-
tributed as W (n,I). Finally, with C satisfying C'C = l:, W = C'UC p 
"' W (n, l:) • p 




+ \j-1 2 
vj Li=l nij j 2,3, • .. ,p 
u j 1 u1j = n1 j ~ ; j = 2 , 3, ... , p 
22 
u .. J1 
~ \i-1 
u. . = n . . v. + Lk 1 nk. nk. ; i 1J 1J 1 = 1 J j 2,3, .•. ,p. 
To obtain the chi-square variates mentioned in the above algorithm, 
Odell and Fieveson suggested using an approximation formula given by 
Wilson and Hilferty (1931). In their work, Wilson and Hilferty showed 
that if z ~ N(O,l), and n is a positive integer, then the quantity 
n[l- 2/(9n) + z(2/(9n)) 112 J3 is approximately distributed as a chi-
square random variable with n degrees of freedom. They also showed 
that the approximation formula has good accuracy for n : 3. 
By using the approximation formula, it is therefore necessary to 
generate only p (p+l)/2 random variables compared to the np random 
variables needed in the previous method. For even moderate values of 
n and p, the quantity p(p+l)/2 is considerably less than np. Furthermore, 
from the definition of U in Algorithm 3.1, it is clear that the number 
of arithmetic calculations in this case is also less than in the pre-
vious method. Hence in simulation work where large samples of random 
matrices from a particular distribution are needed, there would be a 
considerable saving of computing time when Algorithm 3.1 is used. 
To obtain random matrices with a given noncentral distribution 
consider the following. Suppose W is to be distributed W (n,E,M) where p 
E is positive definite and M is nonnegative definite with r(M) = m 
< min(n,p) and n-m ~ p. Choose C by Theorem 3.6 so that C'L:C = I and 
23 
C'MC = diag(d1 ,d2 , ... ,dm,O, .•. ,O). Let U0 Wp(p-m,Ip,O), let u1 = llli 
where lr- NP([di12 ,o, ... ,O]' ,IP), u2 = l 2l2 where l 2 - NP([O,d~/2 , 
0 0] ' ) d - ' h ,....,_ ( [ 0 l/ 2 0 ] ' , ..• , , I , ... , an U v y w ere y N 0 , .•. , , d , , ... , 0 , p m Lm-m -m p m 
Ip) with u0 , u1 , .•. , Urn generated independently of each other. Note 
that u0 can be generated by Algorithm 3.1 while each of u1 , •.• ,Urn can 
be generated from p normal random variates. By Theorem 3.8, U = U 0 
+ u1 + .•. + U ""\V (n,I ,C'MC) and forB= C-l, Theorem 3.9 gives W m p p 
= B'UB"' W (n,l: ,M) since l: C'-lC-l = B'B and M = C'-lDC-l = B'DB. 
p 
In the event that n-m < p, U can be generated in the more obvious way; 
0 
that is, by generating (n-m)p normal random variates and calculating 
U as initially suggested. 
0 
In the next section, special attention is focussed on the case 
when r(M) = 1. Using the method developed in this section, the random 
matrix U with n-1 degrees of freedom would be generated according to 
0 
Odell and Fieveson's algorithm and u1 would be generated independently 
from the r~dom vector l- NP([di12 ,o, ... ,O]',IP). Then U = U
0 
+ u1 
is distributed W (n,I ,diag(d1 ,o, ... ,0)) and W = B'UB"" W (n,L:,H) where p p p 
-1 . B = C , C'L:C = Ip, and C'MC = d1ag(d1 ,o, ... ,O). This requires having 
[p(p+l)/2] + p random variates generated for each matrix U. By modi-
fying the algorithm of Odell and Fieveson, it will be shown that U can 
be generated directly from a sequence of [p(p+l)/2] + 1 independent 
random variables. But, even more helpful, the number of arithmetic 
operations needed to obtain U will be considerably less. 
c. Generating Noncentral Wishart Matrices When r(M) = 1 
In this section, an algorithm for generating random matrices from 
the distribution W (n,L:,M) for the special case when r(M) = 1 will be p 
24 
developed. The statement of the algorithm is similar to that of Odell 
and Fieveson's given in the previous section with the proof of the 
distributional properties of the elements of the matrix a modification 
of their proof. It will also be pointed out why this procedure cannot 
be readily extended to the case when r(M) > 1. The algorithm is as 
follows. 
ALGORI-THM 3.2. Generate a finite sequence of independent normal 
random variates with mean zero and variance one, say {n .. : i < j = 1, 
1] 
2, ... ,p} and a finite sequence of independent chi-square random variates 
say { v.: 
J 
j = 2, ... ,p. Then the p x p matrix U defined below will be distributed 
as WP(n,I,diag(d1 ,o, ... ,O)). 




= v + \j-1 n2 j L.i=l ij j = 2, .•• ,p 
u j 1 u1 j = n 1 j ~ ; j = 2 , ... , p 
i < j 2,3, ... ,p . 
Notice that if C is chosen according to Theorems 3.5 and 3.9, then 
the matrix ~~ = C 'UC "' W (n, E ,M). p 
To establish the algorithm let ~1 , ~2 , .•. ,~n denote an independent 
set of random vectors such that x1 ~ N ([d1112 ,o, ... ,0]' I) and x. p , p -1 
~ i.i.d. N (O,I ), i = 2,3, ..• ,n. p - p Then U = L~-l x.x~ is distributed 1- -1-1 
WP(n,I,diag(d1 ,o, ... ,O)). The problem then is to show that the ele-
ments of U can also be written as in Algorithm 3.2. Let 
25 
xll x12 xln w' 
-1 
x21 x22 x2n w' 
-2 
X= [~1 '~2' · • • '~n] = (say); 
xpl xp2 X w' pn -p 
i.e., w. 
-J 





u XX' = [w1 ,w2 , ..• ,w] - - -p 
w' 
- .P 
Because of the distributional properties of the ~is, ~l ~ Nn[(di12 ,o, 
... ,0)' ,I ] and independent of w., j = 2, ..• ,p with w. ~ i.i.d. N (O,I ), 
n -J -J n- n 
j = 2, ... ,p. Transform the {~1 ,~2 , ••• '~p} to a set of orthogonal vec-





2,3, ..• ,p. 
For convenience, let Qk k = 1,2, ... ,p-1, and Q(j) =I 
- Q1 - Q2 - ···- Qj-l' j = 2, ... ,p. It follows immediately that 
QkQk = Qk; and, since the lj 's are orthogonal, that QkQk' = 0 for k :/: k'. 
Thus, Q(j)Q(j) = Q(j), so that Q(j) is a symmetric idempotent matrix 
26 
for each j = 2, ... ,p. From this it follows that r(Q(j)) = Tr(Q(j)) 
= Tr(I- Q1 - Q2 - ... - Qj~l) = n ~ j + 1. Thus the distribution of the 
quadratic form y!y. = W~Q(j)w. conditional on values given for y1 , -J-J -J -J 
y2 , ... ,yj-l is x2 (n-j+l) for j = 2,3, ... ,p and li_ll ~i~l ~ x' 2 (n,di/2) 
(See Graybill (1961), Theorem 4.7, p. 83.) But since the conditional 
distribution of l~lj given l 1 , ... ,lj~l does not depend on the values 
given for ll, .•. 'lj-1 , it follows that the unconditional distribution 
of l~lj is (n-j+l) for j = 2 ,3, ... ,p and that the quantities li_l1 , 
l;l2 , ••• ,l;lp are independent of each other. 
N · d th t · t · 'Q Define ( 'Q ) l/ 2 
[ 
ow cons~] er e quan ~ ~es ~j k~j. ~j k~j 
lkl~ l/2 1/2 
= w . - .-, - .- w. . = yk' w . I < y.k' yk) ; k = 1 , 2 , . . . , j -1 ; j = 1 , 2 , . . . , p . 
-J Iklk -J - ~J - -
Since w. ~ i.i.d. N (O,I ), j = 2, ... ,p, the conditional distribution 
-J n ~ n 
f ( ' )1/2 - ' /( ' )1/2 . ( ) o ~jQk~j - lk~j lklk g~ven x1 , ... ,lj_1 is N 0,1 . Since 
this conditional distribution does not depend on the values given for 
y1 ,y2 , ..• ,lj_1 , the unconditional distribution of (~jQl~j) 1/ 2 is also 
( ) { ( ' ) 1/2 ( ' ) 1/2} . . N 0,1. Furthermore, w.Q1w. , ... , w.Q. 1w. ~sa set of ~nde-
-J -J -J J- -J 
pendent normal random variables with mean zero and variance one for 
each j = 2, ... ,p. 
Next, consider the relationship between (w~Qkw . ) 112 and (w~,Qk,w.,) 1 / 2 
-J -J J -J 
for fixed j' < j and where k = 1,2, ... ,j~l and k' = 1,2, ... ,j'-1. The 
distribution of (w~Qkw.) 112 conditional on fixed values of yl, ... ,y. 1 
-J -J - -J-
is N(O,l). Since j' < j, fixed values of x1 , ... 'lj~l fixes the values 
of y1 , ... ,y., 1 so that the conditional distribution of (w~,Qk,w . ,) 1 / 2 - -J - -J -J 
is also N(O,l). Furthermore, these conditional distributions do not 
depend upon the given values of y1 , ... •lj_1 . Hence {(~jQl~j) 112 , ••• , 
( ' )1/2} d. {( ' Q )1/2 ( ' Q )1/2} . d d w.Q. 1w. an w., 1w., , •.• , w., ., 1w., are ~n epen ent -J J~ -J -J -J -J J - -J 
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sets of independent normal random variables with mean zero and variance 
one for all j' < j = 2,3, ... ,p. 
Finally, consider the {yil1 , lzl2 , ... _ ,l~-llp-l} and {(~2Q1~2 ) 112 , 
( ' )1/2 ( ' )1/2 ( ' )1/2 ( ' )1/2} h . w3Q1w3 , w3Q2w3 , ... , w Q1w , ... , w Q 1w . T e 1n-_ - - - -p -p -p p- -p 
dependence of these two sets of random variables is established in the 
same manner as in the preceding paragraph. Furthermore, the independ-
ence of y'y and (w~Qkw.) 112 fork< j = l, ... ,p-1 is established simi-p p -J -J 
1/2 larly. However, to establish the independence of y'y and (w'Q w ) , 
-p-p -p k-p 
k = 1,2, ... ,p-1, note the following. From (3.9), 
' -1-1 ~p-1-p-1 
[ 
y y' v y' ] 
~pI- lil1- ... - Y~-llp-1 ~p 
Also fork= 1,2, .•. ,p-~ (~~Qk~p)l/2 = lk~p/(rklk)l/2 is a linear func-
tion of w and y'y is a quadratic form in w . For fixed values of 
-p -p-p -p 
y1 , ... ,y _1 , the conditional independence of y'y and (w'Q w )
112 
. p . -p-p -p k-p 
follo~s since 
[ 
v' y y' ] 1/2 ll~l -p-1-p-1 [lk/(yklk) ] I- v'v. - • •• - v' v O 
. ~1~1 ~p-l~p-1 
for each k. (See Graybill (1961), Theorem 4.17, p. 87.) Furthermore, 
the conditional distributions do not depend on the fixed values of 
y1 , ... ,y l since y'y ~ x2 (n-p+l) and (w'Qkw ) 1/ 2 ~ N(O,l). Thus 
- -p- -p-p -p -p 
Y~lp and (~~Qk~p) 112 are unconditionally independent random variables 
for all k = 1,2, ... ,p-l. 
The above distributional properties of the random variable can 
b . d f 11 h {( 'Q ) 112 ( ' )1/2 ' 1/2 e summar1ze as o ows. T e ~2 1~2 , ~3Q1~3 , (~3Q2~3) , 
( ' )1/2 ( 'Q )1/2 ( 'Q )1/2} . 
• · ·, ~p Ql~p , ~p 2~p , · · ·, ~p p-l~p is a set of independent 
and identically distributed normal random variables with mean zero 
and variance one and can be denoted as {n .. : i < j = 1,2, ... ,p} 
1] 
where for each i and j, nij ""N(O,l). The {lil1 ,l2l2 , ••. ,:l~lp} is a 
set of independent chi-square random variables and can be denoted as 
{v . : 
1 
} '2( 1 ) 2 i = 1,2, ... ,p where v1 "" X n, 2 d1 and vj"" X (n-j+l); j 
= 2, .•. ,p. With this notation, and referring to (3.9) the elements 
of the matrix U can be expressed as follows: 
ull ' ~1~1 
w~w. u . . = 
JJ -J-J 







+ L:j-1 + L:j-1 k 1 w~Qkw · = v. 
= -J -J J k=l 
2 
nkj j 2 ' ... 'p 
n .. ~l; 1] 
j 2, ... ,p 
i < j = 2,3, ... ,p 
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It is worth noting that the distributional properties established 
in the above proof would not follow by the argument used there if one 
or more of the vectors ~2 , .•. ,~p also had a nonzero mean. To see this, 
. ( ' )1/2 - ' /( ' )1/2. 2 consider the quant1ty ~jQk~j . - lj~k lk:lk , j ~ • The fact 
that w., j = 2, .•. ,p has mean zero gives the conditional distribution 
-J 
of lk~j / (ykyk)l/2 for fixed values of y1 ,. · ·•lk as 
or N(O,l). Since this conditional distribution is independent of 
· b · f ' I ( ' ) l/ 2 ll, ••• ,z:k-1' the unconditional distr1 ut10n 0 rk~j :lklk is also 
independent of ~1 , ... ,~k~l· If the mean of !j ~ 0, the preceding 
statement would not hold si~ce lk~j/(lklk) 112 would not necessarily 
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be zero. Thus to use a variation of this algorithm to generate random 
matrices U ~ W (n;I,M) when r(M) > 1, at least a different derivation p . 
of the algorithm and perhaps a new algorithm would be needed. 
In the application of this algorithm, one can generate p(p+l) / 2 
normal random variates with mean zero and variance one. The Wilson-
Hilferty approximation formula can be used to obtain the chi-square 
random variates. However, v1 would need to be written as the sum of 
two independent random variables, z1 and z2 , where z1 ~ x2 (n-l) and 
2 . 1/2 
z2 = x wlth x ~ N(d1 ,1). Thus for each replication of U one addi-
tional random variable, x, is needed. 
An interesting alternate proof that the matrix U in Algorithm 
3.2 has a noncentral Wishart distribution is suggested by Problem 11, 
P. 507 in Rao (1965). Problem 11 refers to the case of the central 
Wishart distribution; however, as will be seen below, the idea can be 
extended to the case of the noncentral Wishart distribution when 
r(M) = 1. 
ulp 
From Algorithm 3.2 observe that the matrix U can be written as 
u2p u3p 


















































= T'T (say) (3.10) 
where {n .. : i < j = 1,2, •.. ,p} and {v.: j = 1,2, ... ,p} have the same 
1J J 
distributional properties as given in Algorithm 3.2. 
Consider the individual density functions of the p(p+l)/2 inde-
1/2 1/2 1/2 pendent random variables v1 , v2 , .•• , vp 'n12 ,n13 , .•. ,nlp'n23 , ..• , 
n 2 p ' • • • ' n ( p -1) p ' or t 11 ' t 2 2 ' • • • ' t p p ' t 12 ' t 13 ' • • . ' t 1 p ' t 2 3 ' . . • ' t 2 p ' . • • ' 
t(p-l)p. The density of t 11 
-d /2 1 \00 
e Li=O 
1/2 




0 < t < 00 
11 
and the density oft .. 
JJ 
1/2 
v . , j = 2 , ... , p is given by 
J 





r[n-~+1) 2 2 
2 
-t .. /2 
JJ 0 < t .. < 00 
JJ 
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Each of these densities is obtained by making the change of variable 
1/2 t .. = v. on the corresponding chi-square density function. Further-
JJ J 
more, the density function of each t .. , i < j = 1,2, ... ,p, is g(t .. ) 
-t~. lJ lJ 
= --
1
- e . lJ · -oo < t < oo Thus the J"oint density function of the 
' . ij . /2; 
p (p+l) /2 random variables is given by 
2 
2 1 -tll/2 2 /2 I (dl/2) i tnl+l i- -t . . 
= e-'\ 2 rl.=O --=----___;;;;,..;__ __ e ___ n _e __ l_J_ 
n+2i-2 i <j rz; 
2 r [n+22i] i! 2 
2 
-t .. /2 
,-E.,- 1 n-j 
x 1 1 t · e 
·=2 n-j+l jj 
JJ 
J r (n-~+1) 2 2 
0 < t .. < oo, j = l, ... ,p; 
JJ 
-oo < t . . < 00 , i < J• = 1 , . . . , p 
. lJ . 
(3.11) 
Now consider the transformation to the p(p+l) / 2 new random vari-
ables u u , ... ,u ,u22 , . .. ,u2p, ... ,u as given by 11' 12 lp PP 
u pp 
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p-1 2 + t2 
i=l tip pp 
(3.12) 
In order to obtain the Jacobian of the above transformation, the 
Jacobian of the inverse transformation will first be obtained. From 
(3.12) notice the following. The rnn'th element, m < n = 1,2, . . . ,p(p+l)/2, 
in the matrix of partial derivatives is zero since 
at .. , lJ 
(u .. ) lJ 0, i < j 1,2, ... ,p; j < j'. (3.13) 
Thus (3.13) implies that the matrix of partial derivatives associated 












where c = p(p+l)/2 so that the determinant of this matrix is simply 
the product of the diagonal elements. The diagonal elements, J , are 
mn 
given as follows: 
2tii; i 
= t i < J. ii ; 
1,2, ... ,p 
= 1,2,3, ... ,p. 
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Thus the determinant of the inverse transformation is given by 
At this point, notice that (3.11) can be rewritten as 
i 2i ~d1/2 00 d1 t11 
e I i =0 __ n_+_4_:;;;i'----2..;.;__ ____ p_(_p ___ 1_) 
i ! 2 2 r ( n~2i) ( 211) 4 
1 2 I p 2 
x e 
- -2 ('l.<J' t . . + . 1 t .. ) L lJ J= JJ 
(3.14) 
From (3.10) it is seen that lui = IT' I ·ITI = (t11t22 .•• tpp) 2 and Tr(U) 
=I~ 1 t:. + L·<· t: .• Thus dividing the density function (3.14) J= JJ 1 J lJ 
by 2pti1t~;1 ... tpp and writing it in terms of the uij's gives 
= 
i i 1 
-d /2 d1 u11 - 2 Tr U 




. 1 lui 2 e 
p(p-12 Q.P.. 
4 2 2 n 7T j=Q 
e 
2 r ( n+22 i) ( 211 ) 2 
1 








i! 22i r(n+ii] 
This resulting form of the density function agrees with the density 
function (3.6) as determined by Anderson and Girshick (1944) with 
cr 2 = 1 and noticing that 
n r [n-iJ = fr r [n-j+l) . 
. 1 2 . 2 2 1= J= 
D. An Application to Functions of Random Matrices 
Let W ~ W (n,cr2I,M) where r(M) = 1. In the introduction to this p 
chapter the functions t 1/(t1 + ... + tp) and t 2 + ... + ~p of the 
characteristic roots of W were shown to be important in the analysis 
of the two-way crossed classification design. In a latter chapter 
the function t 2/(t2 + .•. + tp) will also be shown to be important 
in this analysis. 
When studying functions of the roots of the determinantal equa-
tion jw- A.cr 2Ij = 0 using Algorithm 3.2, the real efficiency of the 
algorithm lies in the fact that the matrix W never has to actually be 
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produced. Instead, using Theorem 3.6 to obtain the nonsingular matrix 
C and using Theorem 3.9, it follows that U = C'WC ~ Wp(n,I,diag(d1 , 
0, ... ,0)). Now the roots of the determinantal equation lu- A.II = 
lc'wc- A.Ij = 0 are the same as the roots of jc'-1 1 lc'wc- A.II lc-1 1 
= jc'-lC'WCC~l- C'~lc-lj = jw- A.cr 2Ij = 0. Hence only matrix U has 
to be generated and for given values of n and p, the distribution 
of U depends on d1 • For this special case it is also worth noting 
that the matrix C can be written as (1/cr)C* where C* is an orthogonal 
matrix satisfying C*'MC* = diag(d!,O, ••. ,O). Thus C'MC = (l/cr2)C*MC* 
= diag (df/cr2,o, ••• ,O) so that when assigning values to d1 = d!/cr2, 
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the value can be thought of as either the nonzero characteristic root 
d* 1 of M with a2 = 1 or as the ratio dr/a
2 with 02 # 1. 
For the more general case of W ~ W (n, ,M) with r(M) = 1 the rna-p 
trix W again does not need to be realized. Rather, with C as given 
by Theorem 3.6 and U = C'WC, the roots of the determinantal equation 
lu- All = 0 are the same as the roots of lw- AEI = 0 where U ~ W (n, p 
I,diag(d1 ,o, ... ,O)) and d1 is the nonzero characteristic root of E-
1M. 
As a final application of Algorithm 3.2 consider the following. 
Suppose w1 ~ Wp(n1 ,E,M) and w2 ~ Wp(n2 ,E) with w1 and w2 independent. 
Choose according to Theorem 3.6 so that u1 = c'w1c ~ WP(n1 ,I,diag(d1 , 
0, .•. 0)) and u2 = C'\-I2C ~ WP(n2 ,r). Since lw1 1/lw2 1 = l·w1w;1 1, then 
lw1w;
1 1 = lc'w1cc-
1
w2c'-
1 1 = I (c'w1c) (c'w2c)-
1 1 = lu1u;
1 1. Finally, 
lu1u;
1
- All = 0 is equivalent to lw1w;
1
- AEI = 0 and once again only 
matrices ul and u2 would need to be generated to study the dis tribu-
tion of the statistic, lw1w;1 1. 
In Chapter 4, results of a detailed study, using Algorithm 3.2, 
of the function Q_ 1 J(Q_1 + ... + Q_b_1 ) will be given for the case of b = 5, 
t = 8, and a wide range of values of d1 . Chapter 5 will give the 
details of a study of the functions Q_ 2 + ... + Q_b-l' Q_2j(Q_2 + ... + Q_b-1) 
and x/(Q_2 + ... + Q_b-l) where xis an independent chi-square random 
variable when b = 5, t = 8, and d1 = 0, 3/4, 2 7/9, 5, 8 1/2, 12, 15, 
20, 28, 36, 44, 80. Chapter 6 will give tabulated results of means, 
variances, and critical points for the above functions for b < t = 3, 
4, .•. ,10 and d1 = 0. 
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IV. POWER OF TWO TESTS FOR NONADDITIVITY 
A. Introduction 
Consider the two-way crossed classification design with interac-
tion and one observation per cell. A general form for the model can 
be given by 
(4.1) 
i 1,2, ... ,t; j 1,2, ... ,b 
where, to insure estimability of the parameters, the restrictions 
L· T. = L· S. = 0, L· y .. = 0 for each j, and L· y .. = 0 for each i, 
1 1 J J 1 1] J 1] 
are placed on the parameters and~= [e11 ,e12 , ..• ,e1b,e21 ,e22 , ... , 
e2b'" ·• ,etl'et2 , ... ,etb]' ~ Nbt(Q,cr 2 Ibt). The maximum likelihood 
estimates 0 f { T l, T 2 , ... , T t}, { S1 , S 2 , • • • , Sb} , and { Y ij : i = 1, • • • , t; 
j 1, ... ,b} are given by Ti = yi•- Y •• ' i 1,2, ... ,t, s. = y.- y ' J •J •• 
j 1,2, ... ,b, and yij = yij- yi• - Y.j + Y •• ' i 1,2, ... ,t; j = 1, 
2, ... ,b. Because there is only one observation per cell no estimate 
of a2 can be obtained by the maximum likelihood method and hence no 
test for interaction in the general model (4.1) exists under conven-
tional linear model theory. Note that to test for interaction one 
needs to test H :yi. = 0 for every i and j. 
0 J 
As indicated earlier in Chapter 2, much attention has been given 
to the model (4.1) when yij ~ 0 for some i and j. One of the methods 
of attack which has received much of this attention is to replace y,. 
1] 
by some function-.-this replacement being either a function of i ,j, 
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i'th treatment effect, and j'th block effect, say f(T.,S.); or a func-
1. J 
tion of i,j, and additionally defined parameters, say f(A,a.S.). Two ]_ J 
important models (See Ward and Dick (1952), Williams (1952), Gollob 
(1968), Mandel (1969), Johnson (1970), Johnson and Graybill (1972b)) 
that have resulted are given below. The first is given by 
Yl.·J· = ~ + T. + S. + cT.S. +e .. ]_ J ]_ J l.J 
i 1,2, ..• ,t; j = 1,2, ... ,b 
where'· T. = \ S L1. l. Lj j 
by 
y .. l.J 
i 
where'· T. = '· SJ. Ll. 1. · LJ 
Nbt (Q,cr2rbt). 
~ + T . + S . + A a. y. + e .. ]_ J 1 J l.J 
1,2, ..• ,t; j 1,2, ... ,b 
I. y. 
J J 
0 L "'2. , • u. ]_ ]_ I. y~ J J 
(4.2) 
(4. 3) 
1, and e 
Tukey (1949) was the first to develop a test for interaction for 
the general mode~ (4.1). From heuristic considerations, he partitioned 
a single degree of freedom sum of squares S from the residual sum of 
squares R = L· . (y .. - yl. • - Y.J· + Y •• ) 2 with S defined by ]_, J l.J 
s rE~-1 E~.1 <Y1l - Y1• - Y. 1 + Y •• ><Y1 • - Y •• ><Y.j- Y •• >J 2 
L~=l (yi·- Y •• )2 L~=l (y·j- Y •• )2 
(bt - b - t) s He showed that the statistic W* = R _ S has an F distribution 
with 1 and bt- b- t degrees of freedom under H :y,. = 0 for all i 
. 0 1] 
and j . Although Tukey did not specify any functional form for y .. , l.J 
as mentioned in Chapter 2, Ward and Dick (1952), Scheffe (1959), and 
Graybill (1961) showed a definite relationship between the statistis 
W* ~nn the model (4.2). 
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Ghosh and Sharma (1962) were able to determine the distribution 
of W = W*/(bt-b-t) under the alternative hypothesis of model (4.2). 
They showed that the distribution of W depends on three quantities 
c2 cr 2 , L. T~ /cr 2 ·, and L. S~ /o 2 as well as on b and t. 
l l J J 
The power of Tukey's test as calculated by Ghosh and Sharma for 
various combinations of c2o2 and Li T~/o2 = L· s?/o2 in the special 
l J J 
case of b = t = 6 is given in Table I. Notice that good power results 
when the factors L· T~/o 2 and L· S~/cr 2 are large; and, conversely, when 
l l J J 
these factors are small the power is considerably less. In a later 
section it will be shown that the power is low when either one or both 
of L· T?/o 2 and LJ· S~/cr 2 are small. 
l l J 
TABLE I. Power of Tukey' s test for nonadditivity; b = t = 6, a= . 05061 
c2a2 l:i T~/o2 = L· s?/cr 2 Power l J J 
1/8 1/3 .05078 
1/4 1/3 • 05095 
3/4 1/3 .05166 
1/8 1 .055 
1/4 1 .059 
3/4 1 .077 
1/8 5/3 .068 
1/4 5/3 .086 
3/4 5/3 .155 
1/8 10/3 .153 
1/4 10/3 .254 
3/4 10/3 .59 
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In the next section of this chapter, the work of Ghosh and Sharma 
will be redeveloped--this for three reasons. First of all, the dis-
tribution of W can be given without specifying a functional form for 
y .. under HA. Second, by using matrix and vector notation along with lJ 
two theorems on distribution theory of quadratic forms in singular 
multivariate normal random vectors, it is this writer's opinion that 
the presentation is neater and more readable. And third, in their 
actual calculations of the power, Ghosh and Sharma used an approxima-
tion formula of Hodges (1955) for calculating some moments of noncentral 
Beta random variables which can be avoided completely by replacement 
with well known exact results. From this redevelopment, the power of 
Tukey's test will be determined for both models (4.2) and (4.3) with 
power results given for the case when b = 5 and t = 8. 
For the model (4.3) they, .'s are expressed in terms of quantities 
. lJ 
that are independent of treatment and block effects. In Theorem 3.2, 
Johnson and Graybill (1972b) showed that the likelihood ratio test 
for H ::\ 
0 
0 (which is equivalent to H : no interaction in model (4.1)) 
0 
leads to a test based on the statistic C = i 1 /(i1 + ... + ib-l) where 
i
1
, ... ,ib-l are the nonzero roots of the matrix Z'Z or (ZZ') with Z 
the t x b matrix of residuals [y .. - y - y . + v ] . To study the lJ i. . J " • 
power of this test, the distribution of C is ~eeded under the alter-
native H ·y 1 0 for some i and j. This distribution will be studied 
A. ij 
in later sections of this chapter for both alternative models (4.2) 
and (4.3) and the results of a power study will be given for the special 
case when b = 5 and t = 8. Finally, the last sections of this chapter 
will be concerned with the application of model (4.3) to the problem 
of outliers in additive two-way crossed classification designs. 
B. The Distribution of W When y,. 1 0 1J--
1. Preliminary Theorems 
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In the development that follows, several theorems will be useful 
in simplifying the discussion. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let x ~ N (~,E) with E a real nonnegative matrix 
- p -
and let A be a p x p real symmetric matrix. Then the quadratic form 
~'A~~ x' 2 [Tr(AE); ~~~A~] if and only if (i) EAEAE = EAE, (ii) ~'AE 
= ~'AEAE, and (iii) ~'A~= ;M'AEA~. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let x ~ N (~,E) with E a real nonnegative matri x. 
- p -
Let A and B be real symmetric nonnegative matrices. The two quadratic 
forms x'Ax and x'Bx are independent if and only if AEB = 0. 
The proofs of these two theorems are omitted here but can be 
found in Searle (1969), p. 69 and 71. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let X~ x' 2 (p,A) andY~ x2 (q) with X andY inde-
pendent. Then the random variable Z = X/(X + Y) has the noncentral 
Beta distribution B' (p/2,q/2;A) and 
, m = 0,1.,2, .•.. 
Proof: If X ~ x '2 (p ;A ) independently of Y ~ x2 ( q) , then the random 
variable F = qX/pY ~ F '(p,q;A) and the density function of F is given 
by 
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0 < f < 00 • 
It is well known that the random variable T 1/[1 + (p/q) F] has the 
noncentral Beta distribution B(q/2,p/2;A) and that Z = 1 -T = 1 -
1/[1 + (p / q)F] = pF/ (q + pF) = X/(X + Y) has the noncentral Beta 
distribution B'(p/2,q/2;A). The density function for Z is obtained 
from h(f) by the change of variable F = qZ/(p- pZ). One obtains the 
density function of Z as 
l.• -' :p+2 i - 1 A 1\ 2 /2-1 ~---.J>--.,;----.."'{'"" : ' z ( 1 - z) q ; 0 < z < 1 . 
].. 
Thus 
For each value of i and m, the definite integral above has the value 
one so that the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
As was indicated in the introduction to this chapter, the statis-
tic W* has an F distribution with 1 and bt-b-t degrees of freedom 
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under H :A .. = 0 for all i and j. In the alternative case, it will be 
0 l.J 
shown that a certain conditional distribution of W* will be related to 
the variable F"' F" (p,q;A1 ,A2 ) is given by (See Searle, p. 53) 
h ( f) 
.E±.9. +' . + . 2 1. J 
(q + pf) 
0 < f < 00 • (4.4) 
THEOREM 4.4. Let X"' x' 2 (p;A1) andY~ x
2 (q;A 2) with X and Y 
independent. Then the random variable Z = X/(X + Y) has the doubly 
noncentral Beta distribution B"(p.2,q/2;A1 ,A 2) and 
- ( Al + A2) A i A j r .E±9. + i + j 1 2 2 
e -4~--------~--~--~----~ 




m = 0,1,2, .... 
Proof: Using (4.4), the proof is carried out in the same fashion as 
the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
2. Conditional Distribution of WI!,~ 
Let the model for the two-way crossed classification design be 
given by (4.1). The maximum likelihood estimates of~,~' ~, andy 
are given by~= Y •. ' _T = [yl·- Y Y - Y Y - Y ]' t-' u · · ' 2· . • • , ..• , t• •• , 
A 
t3 = - Y •• , ••• , Y.b- Y ]' andy where each y .. • • - l.J 
Wi th the vector notation, the quantities, 
R and s, in the introduction to thi s chapter can be rewritten as 
R = l 'r and 
or 
s 
r · <~ ® i) <~ • ® ± ·) r 
i'iS'S 
- -- -
where "A ® B " denotes the direct product of two matrices (or 
mxn rxs 
vectors) A and B and is defined as the mr x ns matrix 
mxn rxs 





(bt - b - t) s Then recall that the statistic W* = R _ S "'F(l,bt-b-t) under 
H :y .. = 0 for all i and j in model (4.1). To obtain the distribution 
0 lJ 
of W W*/(bt-b-t) in the alternative case, the conditional distribu-
tion of W given T and 8 is first obtained. In the remainder of this 
subsection, all distributions will be conditioned on given values of 
T and 8 without explicitly denoting this. 
If l = [yll'yl2'···'Ylb'y2l'y22'···,Y2b'" .. ,ytl'yt2'"""'ytb]' 
denotes the vector of observations, then l"' Nbt(H*,a 2Ib ~It) where 
~* = ~ib ® jt + jb ® ! + ~ ® jt + Xbt and jn denotes an n x 1 vector 
of ones. Also, if J denotes ann x n matrix of ones, then r = Ml: n 
"' N (M~ * a 2MM') x bt matrix (Ib 1 ® (I 1 where M is the bt - - J ) - b Jt). bt - ' b b t 
Since MH* = Mr = r and MM' = M, it follows 
A 2 
that 1 "'Nbt(r,a M). Now 
S/a2 = y'A1y/a2 is distributed as x' 2 (l;Al = r'A1r/2a2) where A1 
= (S ® i)(S' ® T')/T'TS'S = (SS') ® <ii') li 'i~'~· To see this, identify 
- - - - - -- - --
A with A1 /a
2
, and L: with a2 M in Theorem 4.1. Then 
AL. = 
(~ ~ i)(~' ~ i')a2 
i'i~'~ a2 
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1 1 ( 1b - b J b) ® (It - t J t) 
(4. 5) 
(4. 6) 
L.AL. , (4. 7) 
and 
§§' ® .Y.Y' §§' Q9 .Yl-' §§' Q9 1-!' 
-- -- --AL.A = i'ig'~ a2 i'ig'~ a2 i'i~'g = A . (4. 8) 
Combining (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7) shows condition (i) in Theorem 4.1 
is satisfied, condition (ii) follows from (4.6), and (iii) follows 
from (4.8). To obtain the degrees of freedom note that 
Tr(AL.) (§§' ~ 1-!'] (@§'] (i-f'] Tr i'i~'~ = Tr ~·~ Tr i'i 
(§' §] (i' i] 
= Tr §'~ Tr i'i 
= 1 
(See Graybill (1969), p. 203, Theorem 8.8.5). 
2 "' ' "' 2 R - S "' ' (M - All "' The two quadratic forms S/o = r A1r/cr and ~ = 1 0 2 r 
R-S 2 1 
are independent and~"' x' [bt-b-t;A.2 = z;-2 (r'r- r'A1r)]. To 
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establish the independence of the two quadratic forms, first note that 




- [(I 1 J) ®(I - l J )](SS' ~ _i_i')/_i'_i_s'_~ b - b b t t t --
Thus A
1 
and M- A1 are idempotent matrices and hence A1/o
2 and (M- A1)fa2 




(A1 - A1) /o2 = 0. 
Hence by Theorem 4 .2 , the two quadratic forms are independent. 
To establish the distribution of (R- S) /o 2 , identify A with 
(M- A
1





2 •o 2M = MM - A M = M - A 
. 1 1 (4.9) 
AEA = (M- A )(M- A) = M- A 1 1 1 , 
EAEA = cr 2M(M- A1) = a 2(M- A1) , and 
AEA = (M ~ A1)(M- A1)Jcr2 = (M- A1)Ja2 A . 
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( 4. 10) 
( 4 .11) 
( 4 .12) 
Combining (4 . 9), (4.10), a~d (4.11) shows that (i) in Theorem 4.1 is 
satisfied, (ii) follows from (4.9) and (4.10), and (iii) f ollows from 
(4.12). The degrees of freedom are obtained from 
Tr(A ) T [(I - l J ) ®(I - l J ) 
r b b b t t t 
= (b~l)(t~l) ~ 1 = bt- b- t. 
Thus, by Theorem 4.4 the statistic W* (bt-b-t)S/(R-S) given £ and ~ 
is distributed as a random variable with the distribution F"(l,bt-b-t; 
A1 ,A2). Furthermore, H = W*/(bt-b-t) has the conditional density 
function given by (referring to (4.4)) 
A i Aj 
\oo \oo exp(- 2:2 _y'y_) 1 2 
L i = 0 L j = 0 u • 1 • 1 B ( . __.__1._ b t-b- t + J. ) l.J. 1'2, -2------
w 
. 1 1-2 
X --------------~--
i+j I (b-1) (t-1) 
(l+w) 2 
O<w<oo 
( y_ ' y_ = y 'A y) 2cr 2 
- 1-
3. The Unconditional Distribution of W 
( 4. 13) 
To obtain the unconditional distribution of W consider the follow-
ing. p (W ~. w) = J: f 1 (x) dx where f 1 denotes the marginal density 
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of W. But by definition 
(4.14) 
where g denotes the joint density of W, !, and ~ and f 2 is the joint 
marginal density ofT and S. Using (4.13), the quantity within the 
brackets of (4 . 14) can be written as 
I \oo \oo exp(- l o2r'y) Li=O Lj =O 2 -R(i,~) 
. 1 1-2 
X ------------------~X~------------~~~~~ 
i+j + (b-l)(t-1) 
• 1 • 1 [. 1 J. + bt-
2
b-t] (l + x) 2 1.J. B 1+Z' 
(4 .15) 
Since Al and A2 are both functions of T and ~' the integral (4.15) 
denotes E(AiAj) for each i and j. Finally, combining (4.14) and (4.15), 1 2 
P(W _< w) Jw \oo \oo exp(- 2
1 o2y_'y_) E(AiAj) 
= O Li=O Lj=O 1 2 
. 1 1-2 
X 
X ----------------~----------i-+-J-.+~(~b--l~)~(~t--717) 
• 1 • 1 B (. + 1 J. + bt-
2
b-t] (l + w) 2 1 .J. 1 2' 
0 < w < 00 • ( 4 .16) 
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This distribution function is quite complicated and in order to evaluate 
it for some w, the quantities E(A~A~) for each i = 1,2, ... ,oo and j 1, 
2, ... , 00 are needed. This is discussed for the cases of interest in 
the next two sections. 
4 . The Distribution of W When y .. = CT .S. 
1] 1 J 
When the i nteraction term in model (4.2) is given by y .. = CT.S . , 
1] 1 J 
the bt X 1 vector of interaction terms r may be written as r = cS ® T. 
With this form for y, the noncentrality parameters Al and Az may be 
writ ten as 
- 1 ' ( (~ ® f) (~' Q9 i')] c 2 (~' ® .! ') (~ ~ i) (~' ® i' ) (~ ® .! ) 
Al-~ r i'i~'~ r = 207 i'i~'~ 
c2 [(~'~) ® (.:E'i)J[(~'~) ® <i':!)l 
= ~ T'is's 
- -- -
2 
= c Q/ 2 (say ) , 
and 
Since i and S are independent, it follows that 
i 1, 2, .... 
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are needed. 
Now consider the identity 
f'f 
f 'A f 
- 2-
- ~------~·~--~~r------ T'T 
- T'A T + f'(bi !a2 - A )f (4.17) 
- 2- - t . 2 -
where 
a2 1 The vector!~ Nt(~, ~ (It - t Jt)) so that the quadratic form 
.Y'A f"' x' 2 (1;/-
- 2- 3 = b~'~/2cr 2 ). This distribution is easily verified 
by identifying A a
2 1 
= A2 and L = ~ (It - t Jt) in Theorem 4.1. The two 
quadratic forms xl = f'A f andY ~ f'(bi /cr2 - A )f are independent 
- 2~ 1 - t 2 -
since it is easily verified that the two matrices A2 and bit/o2 - A2 
a2 1 
are real symmetric nonnegative matrices and A2 [~ (It - t Jt)] (bit/cr 2 - A2) 
= 0. Furthermore, applying Theorem 4.1 with A= bit/cr2 - A2 and L 
cr 2 1 ( I - J) Y1 ,...., x
2 Ct-2). 
-b t-t t' The noncentrality parameter for this 
quadratic form is zero since 
and the degrees of freedom is obtained from 
t-2 • 
Thus the identity (4.17) is of the form 
= T' T • Z 
- - 1 (say) 
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where, using Theorem 4.3, Z ~ B'(l t-2 · A) 1 ' . ' 3 
In a similar fashion it can be shown that (~'~) 2 /~'~ = S' S z2 
( say) where z2 "' B' (1, b- 2; A4) and where A4 = tS' S/2cr
2
• 
From t he above results, it follows that 
( 4 .18) 
and 
The density function of W follows from (4.16) as 
. 1 l-2 
w x---__:.;_ ______ _ 
i + j + (b-1) (t-1) 
(1 + w) 2 
0 < w < 00 • (4.19) 
To evaluate Jw f(x) dx for any value of w i t is suf ficient to 
0 
assign numerical values to c2 cr 2 , !'!/ cr 2 and ~ '§ / cr 2 along with values 
to b and t. To see that this is the case, consider (4.18) for par-
ticular values of i and j; say i = 3 and j = 2. Then 
= (c2/2a2)5 [(!'~.§'.§)5 E(z{) E(Z~) - 2(~·~~'.§)5 E(Z~) E(zi) 
+ (,!'.!.§'.§)5 E(Zi) E (Z~) ] 
(c22:'~.§'.§/2a2)5 [E <zi) E(Z~) 2E(Z~) E(Zi) + E(Zi) E(Z~)] 
From this it is easily seen that for each i and j, (c2/2a2)i+j 
E[Qi(~'~.§'~- Q)j] is a function of c2 a2 , ! '~ /a 2 , .§'§/a2 and the ap-
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propriate moments of z1 and z2 • The moments of z1 and z2 are easily 
obtained using the results in Theorem 4.3. Thus, by assigning values 
to c2a2 , ~'~/a 2 , and .§'§/cr2 , each term in the expansion for f(w) is 
completely specified and the Jw f(x) dx is obtainable. 
0 
5. The Distribution of W When y .. = Aa.y. 
1J . 1 J 
Return to the model (4.1) and substitute Aa.y. for y .. , or rbt 
1 J 1] 
(~ Q9 i)(~' ® i') 
i'i~'~ r bt 
A2 <r' ® ~') <~ ® _i) <~' ® i') <r ® ~) 
= ~ T'Ts's 
A2 (~'!)2 <r '~) 2 A2Q /2a 2 =~ "'" ~·~ (say) T T 1 
and since r'r a'a = 1, 
A2 [ 1 <§ Q9 i) (~' Q9 i') rht] ' i'i~'~ A2 = ~ rbtrbt - rbt 
Thus to evaluate E(A~A~), moments of Q1 are needed. Since T and S 
are independent, the moments of Q1 can be obtained from the product 
of the moments of (~'i) 2 !i'i and (:y'g) 2 /~'~· 
Now consider (~'!) 2 /!'! and the identity 
baa' 
-I' -- f 
-
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A fA T T 
--or 
baa' bi baa' ( 4. 20) 
i: ' f f' t --
--or + -:z-- or f - - 0 
2 baa' 
Since f ~ N (T, 0b (I - l J )), Theorem 4.1 implies that x3 = f'-=;_ f - t - t t t 0L -
~ x' 2 (l;A5 = [b(~'~) 2 ]/202 ). Furthermore, it is easily shown that bi haa' 
baa' /02 and~-~ are symmetric nonnegative matrices satisfying 
-- 0 . 0 
the condition 
baa ' 1 (b I baa ' J 
-- 0 2 t --
----:-z- - (I - - J ) --:L - ---::z- = 0 , 
(J b t t t 0 . 0 
baa' 
so that by Theorem 4.2, the two quadratic forms i' ~Z ! and 
f' (b~t- b~;'J-r are independent. Finally, applying Theorem 4.1 to 
- 0 0 - ' bit b__ 02 1 
y 3 = !' [(bit/02)- (~~' /0
2)]! with A= -;z-- --;z-- and E = b (It-t Jt) 
2 (~'~) )]. Thus (4.20) is of the . Y ~ x' 2 [t-2"A = ~ (_T'_T -g1ves 3 . , 6 2aL 
form (~'!) 2 /i'! = x3/(X3 + Y3) = z3 (say) with x3 and Y3 having the 
necessary distribution properties to satisfy Theorem 4.4 so that 
A 2 A fA Similarly, the quantity (:y'~) /~ ~ = z4 (say) is distributed as 
B"(l,b-.2;A 7 ,A8) where A7 • t(y'~) 2 /2a2 and Ag t[~'~ (:y'~) 2 ]/2a2. 
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With these results, it follows that 






X • ' •• ' B (~ +l . + bt-b-tJ l.J. l 2'] 2 i + j + (b-1) (t-1) 
(1 + w) 2 
0 < w < ()() • (4.21) 
To evaluate Jw f(x) dx in this case, the density function is completely 
0 
specified by assigning values to b, t, A2/a2, !'!fa2, g'~fa2, (~'!) 2 j0 2 
and (§ '§) 2 /a 2 • 
To conclude this section, consider the noncentrality parameters 
A6 = b[!'.:E - (~'!) 2 ]/2a2 and A8 = t[§'§ - (:y'§) 2 ]/2a2 . If there is 
a difference between treatments; i.e., if .:E'.:E > 0, by the Cauchy-Schwartz 
(~'!) (~'~)(!'!) 
inequality --T-,-T-- < ---T-,~T---- 1 with equality holding if and only 
- - -1/2 
if ~ = k1_:E where k1 = (!'.:E) · • Similarly, if §'§ > 0, then 
<r'§) 2/§'§ ~ 1 with equality holding if and only if r k2§ where 
k = (B' B) -l/2• Thus if both conditions hold; i.e., if a. = k1_T and 2 - -
:y = k
2
_B, then the interaction term y .. = Aa..y. takes the form y .. 
lJ l J l] 
A(klTi)(k2Bj) = (Ak1k2)Ti8j = CTiBj and model (4.3) reduces to model 
(4.2). Johnson and Graybill (1972b) referred to the quantities 
(a.'T) 2/T'T and (y'B) 2/B'B as pseudo correlation coefficients and de-
- - - - - - - -
noted these P~,T and P~,B respectively. \-lith this notation, A6 and 
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>.. 8 can be written as >.. 6 = b-r'-r(l- p
2 )/2cr2 and A. = tS'S(l- p2 )/2cr2. 
- - · a,-r 8 - ~ y,S 
This notation will be very convenient for some of the later sections 
of this chapter. 
c. 
Johnson and Graybill (1972b) developed the likelihood ratio test 
of H
0
:A. = 0 for the model (4.3). The test statistic is given by 
C = 11/(11 + ... + 1b_1) with H0 :A. = 0 rejected if 11/(11 + ... + 1b_1) 
exceeds ca where ca is given by P[11/(11 + ... + 1b_1) >cal>..= O] =a. 
Recall from an earlier section that 11 ,12 , ... ,1b-l are the nonzero 
characteristic roots of the matrix Z'Z (or ZZ') where Z b is the tx 
matrix of residuals, [y - y - y + y ] Regardless of the as-ij i. . j • . . 
sumed form of the interaction term y .. in the general model (4 . 1), l.J 
Theorem 3.4 said that 11 ,12 , ... ,1b-l are distributed as the roots of 
and r is the t x b matrix of interaction parameters [y .. ]. If, in l.J 
fact, H :yi. 
0 J 
0 for all i and j is true, then r = 0 and W has the 
central Wishart distribution Wb_1 (t-l,cr
2I). Thus the statistic C 
leads to a general test for interaction whose distribution under H 
0 
depends only on cr 2 . 
To study the power of this test, the distribution of C is needed 
in cases where r ~ 0. More specifically, the distribution of C will 
be examined when yiJ. = c-r.S. and when Y .. = A.a.y .. 
1. J l.J 1. J 
Notice in these 
cases the matrix r can be written as c!§' and A.~r', where 
:y = [y
1
,y2 , ... ,yb]', respectively. These forms yield noncentrality 
matrices in the form of (c2!'!)~~.~'~ and A. 2I<brr'~· By rewriting 
2 
the first as (c :E'.!.§'~)Kb.§~'~/~'~, it follows that 
[Kb~~' ~] [Kb~~ '~] ::. S'S S'S 
- - - -
= 
Kb~~' (~Kb) ~~ ·~ 
(~'.§)2 
K.'S.S'(I -! J )SS'K. 
-b-- b b b -- -b 
Kb~(~'~).§'~ 
(~ '~) 2 
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Thus Kb~~' ~I.§'~. is an indempotent matrix and since r (§) = 1, then 
r(Kb.§.§'~/~'~) < 1. If r(Kb~~'~/~'~) = 0, then r = 0 while if 
r(Kb~~'~/.§'~) = 1, then the nonzero characteristic root of Kb.§.§'~/.§'.§ 
is one. In the latter case, the nonzero characteristic root of 
c2.!'~Kb~.§'~ is c2.!'.:E~'~· In chapter 3 it was shown that A. 2Kb:r:r'~ 
has rank one with nonzero characteristic root A- 2 • Thus for both cases, 
the joint distribution of ~ 1 ,~2 , ..• '~b-l is needed where ~ 1 ,~2 , .. . '~b-l 
are the nonzero roots of a matrix W ~ Wb_1 (t-l,o2 I,M) and r(M) = 1. 
This density function is given by (3.7) in Chapter 3. Note that the 
distribution of ~1 , ... ,~b-l depends only on o2 and the nonzero charac-
teristic root of M. 
D. Some Numerical Results on the Power of the Two Tests 
1. The Power of Tukey's Test When y .. = CT.S. 1] 1 J 
To study the power of Tukey's test in the case when y .. = cT.S., 
lJ 1 J 
the values of b, t, and a = P(Type I Error) were arbitrarily chosen as 
5, 8, and .OS, respectively. The density function for W is given by 
(4 .19) as 
f(w) 
X 
. 1 1-2 
1 w _ ___;_;_ __ _ 
i ! j ! B ( i + ~ ' j + 227) (1 + w) i +j + 14 
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0 < w < 00 • 
The power of Tukey's test is given by the integral, J:(.OS) f(w) dw 
where c(.OS) = F. 05 (1,27)/27. To evaluate this integral, the quantity 
E[Qi(~'~~'~- Q)j] was evaluated for several combinations of i and j 
by means of Theorem 4.3. Also, to evaluate J:(.OS) f(w) dw, it is 
clear that the value of 
. 1 1-2 
Joo 1 W dw c (. 05) B ( i + ~' j + 227) ( 1 +w) i +j + 14 
is needed for several combinations of i and j. By making the change 
of variable, x = w/(l+w), 
. 1 1--
J
oo 1 W 2 
1 J. +y_) (l+w) i+j+l4 c(.OS) B(i+2, 2 
. 1 . + 25 1 1-- J -
J 
1 x . 2 (1-x) 2 dx 
( ) ( . 1 . + 2 7) d • 05 B 1 +2, J T 
( ) . 1 . + 25 
Jo
d • 05 1 - - J -
= 1 - 1 x 2 (1-x) 2 dx 
( . +1 . +27) B 1 Z' J T 
where d(.OS) = c(.OS)/[1 + c(.OS)]. Hence for each i and j, the last 
integral is simply the incomplete Beta function evaluated at d(.OS). 
Some values of the power of this test for arbitrary choices of c2o2, 
!'~/o2 , and ~'~/o2 are summarized in Table II. 
Note that when a set of data has interaction and the interaction 
term is expressed by y .. = cT.S., the noncentrality parameter for the 
l.J 1. J 
residual sum of squares, Lij (yij- yi•- y•j + Y •• ) 2 , is given by 
c 2T'TS'S/2o2 = l (c2o2)(T'T/o2)(S'S/o2). An examination of Table II 
- -- - 2 - - - -
reveals the following: When the quantity, c 2~'2:~'~/o2, is such that 
either of the factors, ~'!/o2 or ~'~/o2 , is small, then the power of 
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Tukey's test is low; while, on the other hand, if both T'T/o 2 and g'~fa2 
are large, good power results even if c2!'!~'§/o 2 is small. This point 
is further verified by the fact that in an earlier section it was shown 
that E(Qn) = (2:'!)n(§'§)n E(Z~) E(Z~) where z1 and z2 are independent 
noncentral Beta random variables. Small values of T'T/o2 or ~'§lo 2 
substituted into the density function (4.19) would imply low power for 
this test. 
Hence for the alternative model (4,2) it seems to be the case 
that one's ability to detect interaction depends more on the size of 
2 
the treatment and block effects than on the size of c . This is just 
the opposite of what one would like to see. That is, for any size of 
the treatment and block effect one would hope that a significant in-
2 
crease in the size of c would result in a significant increase in the 
power. This, for example, does not seem to be the case when T'T/o2 
= 1/25 and §'~/o 2 = 1/40. 
2. The Power of Tukey's Test When y .. = Aa.y. 1.] 1. J 
With b = 5, t = 8, and a = .05, the density function of W when 
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TABLE II. Power of Tukey's test for interaction when A .. CT. S. 
1] 1 J 
and b == 5, t ::::: 8, and P(Type I Error) = .05 
c2a2 
-r'-r/o2 ~'~/o2 c2.:E'!~'~/o2 Power 
750 1/25 1/40 3/4 .051 
75 1/25 1/4 3/4 .053 
15/2 2/5 1/4 3/4 .058 
3/4 2/5 5/2 3/4 .069 
3/ 4 4 1/4 3/4 . 076 
3/ 40 4 5/2 3/4 .103 
25000/9 1/25 1/40 25/9 .053 
2500/9 1/25 1/4 25/9 .061 
250/9 2/5 1/4 25/9 . 080 
25/9 2/5 5/2 25/9 .119 
25/9 4 1/4 25/9 .144 
5/18 4 5/2 25/9 . 247 
25000/3 1/25 1/40 25/9 .058 
2500/3 1/25 1/4 25/3 . 079 
250/3 2/5 1/4 25/3 .130 
25/3 2/5 5/2 25/3 .236 
25/3 4 1/4 25 /3 .305 
5/ 6 4 5/2 25/3 .57 2 
f(w) 
. 1 1-2 
x --------~1_________ -~w ________ _ 
• 1 • 1 B(. + 1 J. +!:]_) (l+w)i+j+l4 
1. J. 1 2' 2 
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0 < w < co, 
where Q1 is the product of two independent doubly noncentral Beta ran-
dom variables with noncentrality parameters 5(~'~) 2 /2cr2, 5!'~(1 - P~,T)/2cr2, 
8(~'~) 2 /2cr 2 , and 8~'~(1- p2 )/2cr2 . From Theorem 4.4 it is seen that y,S 
in evaluating the moments of Q1 , multiplicative factors of the noncen-
trality parameters are involved. Hence it is clear that small values 
for any of the four noncentrality parameters will result in poor power. 
In an earlier section the pseudo correlation coefficients for 
treatment and block effects were given as p2 = (a'T) 2/T'T and p2 0 a,T - - - - y,~ 
= Cr'~) 2 /~'~, respectively. If either coefficient is zero; i.e., if 
a'T = 0 or r'~ = 0, the power of Tukey's test will be zero since E(Ql) 
will be On the other hand, if both 2 and 2 are one, then zero. Pa T Py,S 
' 
it was shown earlier that the interaction term is actually given by 
y .. = cT.S .. Thus the discussion in the previous section would apply. 
1] 1 J 
To illustrate the effect of some values of p2 
a,T and p
2 
0 , Table III y,~ 
is included giving some actual results for the power of Tukey's test 
for this alternative. The calculations were completed in the same 
way as for the previous tabel with the exception of applying Theorem 
4.4 to evaluate E(Qn). The values for !'!/cr2 , ~'~/cr2 , and A2 / cr 2 were 
f i xed at 4, 5/2, and 25/3, respectively; and the calculations were com-
pleted for the indicated combinations of P ~,T and P~,s· 
In studying Table III, notice the following. For a fixed value 
of A2/cr2; i.e. for a fixed value of the noncentrality parameter of the 
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TABLE III. Power of Tukey's test for interaction when y = Aa.y., 






b = 5, t = 8, P{Type I Error} = .05, 
~'~/cr2 = 4, S'S/cr2 = 5/2, and A2/cr2 = 25/3. 
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residual sum of squares, the power of Tukey's test when y .. = Aa.y. 
1] 1 J 
has a wide range of values. In fact, since (~'!) 2 or <r'~) 2 could be 
zero, it follows that the power function for given values of ~'!/cr2, 
~'~fa2, and A2 /cr 2 could be zero. Thus Tukey's test for this alternative 
model is a biased test in that the power of the test can be less than 
a = P[Type I Error] when HA is true. 
Since the results of this section and the previous one show that 
the power of Tukey's test relies heavily on having large treatment 
and block effect, it seems that a test for interaction which is inde-
pendent of these effects is needed. This, in fact, has already been 
accomplished by the test developed by Johnson and Graybill. Further-
more, it will be shown in the next section that for a wide range of 
parameter values, t he test will have better power than Tukey's test 
under this alternative hypothesis . 
3. The Power of the Characteristic Root Test 
The test statistic, ~1 /(~1 + ~2 + ~ 3 + ~4 ), forb= 5 and t 8 
is a function of the characteristic roots of a random matrix W 
~ w4 (7,cr 2 I,M) where M is the noncentrality matrix with r(M) = 1. As 
shown earlier in this chapter, this distribution depends upon a2 and 
the nonzero characteristic root of M regardless of the form of the 
interaction term. The nonzero characteristic root is either A2 or 
2 . 
c ~·~~·~ depend1ng upon which form of the interaction term is given. 
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The density function of ~l' ~ 2 , ~ 3 , ~4 was given by (3.7) in Chapter 3. 
To obtain the power of this test, the distribution of 
~1 /C~1 + ~2 + ~ 3 + ~4 ) was easily simulated using Algorithm 3.2. For 
the case of b 5 and t = 8, the power curves for the characteristic 
root test for a = .01, .05, and .10 were obtained by assigning twelve 
different values to d1/cr
2 ; namely d1/cr
2 
= 0, 3/4, 2 7/9, 5, 8 1/3, 12, 
15, 20, 28, 36, 44, and 80. For each values of d1/o
2
, a sample of 1000 
random matrices from the distribution w4 (7,I,diag(d1 /o
2
,0,0,0)) was 
generated. The characteristic roots of each matrix were obtained and 
the value of ~ 1 /(~1 + ~2 + ~ 3 + ~ 4 ) calculated and compared to the 
critical values . c(.Ol), c(.05), and c(.lO). The Wilson-Hilferty chi-
square approximation formula was used to obtain the values of chi-square 
variables. 'An indication of the accuracy of the method is given for 
the case of dl = 0. For this value of d1 , the power was simulated to 
be .003, .040, and . 097 compared to the actual values of .01, .05, and 
.10, respectively. The power curves are indicated in Figure 1 with the 
actual simulated results given in Table IV. 
In comparing the power of Tukey's test to the power of the charac-





d /cr 2 1 
FIGURE 1. Power curves for the characteristic root test 
when b = 5 and t = 8 
TABLE IV. Power of characteristic root test for 
different values of d1 /cr
2 
d /cr2 0 3 2 ]_ 81. 1 4 5 12 15 20 28 36 44 80 a 9 3 
.01 .003 • 008 .009 .020 .024 .063 .075 .144 .253 .406 .578 .922 
• 05 .040 .047 .058 .064 .098 .166 .236 • 348 .537 .673 . 82 7 .988 
.10 .097 .108 .099 .125 .182 .282 • 344 .511 .670 .806 .903 .998 
as indicated in the discussion following Table II, for a fixed value 
2 
of c ~·~~'~/cr2, the power of Tukey's test when the model is given by 
(4.2) is very much dependent on the factors, ~'~/cr 2 and ~'~fa2. Fur-
thermore, large values of both ~'~/cr 2 and ~'~/cr 2 generally will insure 
good power. Second, when the model is given by (4.3), Table III indi-
cates the extent of the dependence of the power of Tukey's test on 
p~,T and P~,s· Large values of both T'T/cr 2 and ~'~/cr2 is not suffi-
cient to insure good power of this test. The relationship between the 
quantities .! and ~ and ~ and r is very important in determining the 
power of this test. Third, the power of the characteristic root test 
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is about .10 for a= .05 when d1 /cr
2 
= 25/3 independent of treatment 
and/or block effects and p 2 and p 2 · i.e., independent of which 
a,T y,8' 
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model fits the data, while the power of Tukey's test for d1 /cr
2 = A2/cr 2 
2 
= c ~~~~'~/cr 2 = 25/3 is smaller for a very large set of values of the 
parameters in the model (See Table III). Fourth, in the next section 
of this chapter, a brief discussion of outliers in additive data will 
be presented. It will be shown there that the characteristic root test 
will have good power for some very important experimental designs when 
outliers are present in the data. 
E. Outliers in an Additive Model 
To examine the problem of outliers in the two-way crossed clas-
sification ~esign from the viewpoint of the two models presently being 
discuss.ed, consider the following. Let the t x b matrix [o .. ] denote 
lJ 
the matrix of true cell means for each of the ij treatment-block com-
binations for an additive model; i.e., 
0 + t;;l + nl 
0 + t;;2 + nl 
[ 0 .• ] = l.J ( 4. 21) 
0 + t;;t + nl 
1. The Case of a Single Outlier 
Suppose that a single outlier is present in a data set and that 
the outlier differs from the true value by ·an amount x. Without loss 
of generality, suppose the t x b matrix[~ .. ] is given by~.. o .. 1J lJ 1J 
for all i and j except i 1 and j = 1. For i = 1 and j = 1, suppose 
~11 = 8 + ~1 + nl + x. It first will be shown that each~ .. can be 1] 
expressed in the form~ .. = ~ + T. + S. + Aa.y. with L· T. L· S. 1] 1 J 1 J 1 1 J J 
= L· a. = L· y. = 0 ~nd L· a~= LJ· y~ = 1; i.e., a special case of 11 J J 11 J 
model (4.3) . 
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. - li - li li - -Def1ne ~. =b . ~ .. ,~. =-t . ~ .. ,~ = bt .. ~ .. ,T. = ~. - ~ , 1. J 1] • J 1 1] • • 1] 1] 1 1. • • 
and S. = ~ . - ~ Now consider the matrix[~ .. ] with the additional 
J • J 1] 
-
column of ~i• 's 
8 + ~1 + n1 + x 
8 + ~2 + nl 
8 + ~t + nl 
8 + n1 + x/t 
and row of - ' ~ . s. 
.] 
8 + ~1 + n2 
8 + ~2 + n2 
8 + ~1 + nb 
8 + ~2 + nb 
8 + ~l + x/b 
8 + ~2 
8 + ~ 
st 
(4.22) 
From (4.22) and the definitions ofT. and S., it follows that T and~ 
1 J 




t-1 ~1 +-X bt 
~ 2 - x/bt 
~ - x/bt 
st 
b-1 
nl + bt x 
nz - x/bt 
nt - . x/bt 
= ~ + t-1 X 
- bt 
b-1 







-J b-1 -b-1 
Finally, using (4.22), form the t x b matrix of residuals 
X X X 





= bt X 
-1 . 
-J t-1 -t-1 














-1 . ' 
- ·- J t-1 -t-1 
1 J (t-1)2 t-1 
and by simple substitution, it is easily shown that 
A2 = (b-l)(t-l)x
2 










are solutions to the characteristic equation NN'a A2a. In a similar 
manner, 
and b-1 Y. = b 
1 
-1 
-j b-1 -b-1 
are easily shown to be solutions to the characteristic equation N'Ny 
= A2y. Thus with~=~ •• and the above values for!, §, ~, a andy 
i t is easy to show that ~ .. = ~ + T. + 8. + Aa.y. for each i and j. 
l.J 1. J 1. J 
It is also convenient to notice that T = -~ + ~ lt=f a and 8 bit- n 
+ x;¥-1 - -- y t b _. 
To discuss the power of Tukey's test and the characteristic root 
test fo r t his situation consider the pseudo correlation coeffici ents 
p ~ , T and p ~, 8• (Since similar comments hold for both, only p 2 will a , T 
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be discussed.) From the above definition of a and~' p~ T i s given by 
' 
(~' _g) 2 + (2/t-1/blt)x~' ~ + (t-l)x2 /b2t 
s's + (2/t-1/blt)x~'s + (t-l)x2/b2t ( 4. 2 3) 
Now an unusual data set would be one in which both s = 0 and n = 0. 
If this were the case, (4.23) indicates that p 2 = 1; and similarly, 
a,T 
it would follow that p 2 a = 1. Earlier in this chapter, it was shown 
y,IJ 
that if p2 = p2 = 1, then there exist constants k1 and k2 such a,T y,8 
Hence,~ .. can be written as 
1.] 
With this representation, the discussion leading to Tables I and II 
implies that the power of Tukey's test will be good if and only if T' T 
and 8'8 are both large. 
A more realist i c data set might be one in which ~ = 0 and ~ # 0 
or s 1 0 and n = 0. Suppose that s = 0 and ~ # 0 . Thi s might occur 
in a randomi zed block design when the treatments have no effect and 
the b l ocks do affect the data. Then, observing (4.23), it is clear 
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that p2 
a,T 1 and P~,B < 1. Thus there exists a constant k1 such that 
a = k1! and ~ .. is given by 1] 
~ .. 
1] ~ + T. +B.+ A(klT.)y. 1 J 1 J ~+B.+ T. (1 + Akly.) J 1 J * ~+B. + T.y. J 1 J 
(say). 
By normalizing the vectors~ and X*, this becomes ~ .. = ~+B . + A*¢.8. 
1] J 1 J 
where A* is the normalizing constant and the vectors ~ and ~ satisfy 
I. <P. 1 1 L· e. = 0 and L· <1>~ = L· e~ = 1. This resulting form is the J J 1 1 J J 
special case of Johnson and Graybill's model when interaction is present 
but with no difference in treatments. The discussion leading to Table 
III implies that the power of Tukey's test would be zero here while the 
power of the characteristic root test would depend upon the magnitude 
of A*. A similar conclusion follows when ~ ~ 0 and ~ 0. 
Finally, consider the case when both ~ ~ 0 and n ~ 0. From (4.23) 
it is clear that both p2 and p2 can take on any value in the in-
a,T y,B 
terval (0,1). Hence the power of the individual tests depend upon the 
actual values of p~,T' p~,B' and A. An indication of the magnitude 
of the power can be obtained from Table III and Figure 1. 
2. Two Outliers Under the Same Treatment or in the Same Block 
Suppose x and y are used in representing values of the two out-
liers; and, without loss of generality, suppose the two outliers are 
in the cells composed of treatment one and blocks one and two. Then 
the t x b matrix [~ .. ] is given by 
1] 
o + ~ 1 + n1 + x o + ~1 + n2 + y 
o+~2+nl o+~2+n2 
o + ~ +n t b 
It will be shown that there exist values for ~, ~, §, A, ~, and 1 so 
that [~ .. ] can be represented by~ .. = ~ T1. + S. + Aa.y. for all i 1J 1] J 1 J 
and j. 
Wi th ~i•' ~-j' and~ 
and S j = ~ . j - ~.. so that 




bt -1 . 
-J t-1 -t-1 
1 
l; + b-1 X 
bt -1 . 
-J b-1 -b-1 
t-1 





-J t-1 -t-1 
1 
-1 . 
-- J b-1 -b-1 
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To obtain A, ~, and y, it is important to note that the t x b residual 
matrix N1 = [l.lij - ~i• ~ ~-j + ~ •• J ~iven by 
Nl = blt [(b-l).(t-1)x- (t-l)y 
[-(b-l)x + y] it-1 
(b -1) ( t -1) y - ( t -1) X 
[-(b-l)y + x]jt-l 
[- ( t-1) X- ( t-1) y] i 1 · ] :.!..b-2 
(x + y)J(t-l)x(b-2) 









(b-l)x - y 
(b-1)y - X 
-(x+ y)jb-2 
are solutions to the characteri stic equations N1Ni~ = A2~ and NiN1y_ 
A2Y.· Thus with these values for ~, §, A, ~, and 1 and letting 
l-l = ~ , each ~ .. is given in the desired form. 
• • 1] 
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To study the power of the tests, each of the pseudo correlation 
coefficients could again be considered. However, the algebraic forms 
of P~,T and P~,S are extremely lengthy and hence will be omitted at 
this time. From the definition of each of p~,T and p~,S' it should 
be clear that their values will depend upon the magnitudes of s's, ~·~ 
and x and y so that remarks similar to those in the preceding section 
will hold. 
Finally, note that this section easily generalizes to the situa-
tion where one treatment reacts unusually over all blocks or vice versa, 
the effect of one block reacts unusually over all treatments. 
3. Two Outliers in Different Treatments and Different Blocks 
Suppose outliers occur in the ij'th cell and i' j' •·th cell with 
i ~ ·' andj :/: j' Then a possible form for [~ij] is given by 1 . 
0 + t,;l + nl +X 0 + t,;l + n2 0 + t,;l + nb 
0 + t,;2 + nl 0 + t,;2 + n2 + Y 0 + t,;2 + nb 
With this form for [~ij], the residual matrix [~ij - ~i• - ~.j + ~ •• ] 
is given by 
(b-1) (5-1) X + Y -(t-1)x - (b-l)y [-(t-l)x + y]j_~_2 
N2 
1 
-(b-l)x - (t-1)y (b-1) (t-l)y + X (x + y)j_~-2 =-bt 
[-(b~l)x + y]j_t~2 [-(b-l)y + x]jt_2 (x + y)J(t-2)x(b-2) 
It is clear that r(N2) = 2 and furthermore, the rank of N2N2 (or N2N2) 
is 2. Thus there are two nonzero characteristic roots of the matrix 
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N2N2 (or N2N 2) and, hence it is not possible to express N2 as the pro-
duct A~r' where A2 is a characteristic root of N2N2 with associated 
characteristic vector r and a is an associated characteristic vector 
of N2Nz. In fact, when r(N2) = 2, the sum of two products of the form 
A1~1ri and A 2~2rz are required to completely decompose the residual 
2 2 
matrix N2 where Al and A2 are the nonzero characteristic roots of N2NZ 
and NzN2 with ~l' ~2 , r 1 and r 2 the associated characteristic vectors. 
For this case, the distributions of Tukey's statistic and £1/(£1 + ... + 
ib-l) have not been obtained so the powers of the tests are not avail-
able. 
Throughout this discussion of outliers the basic assumptions have 
been these. First of all, a two-way crossed classification design is 
assumed in which an additive model represents the data but the data 
is such that one or more outliers is present. Further, by considering 
the true cell means, the errant observations have been represented as 
the sum of the additive effects plus a (nonrandom) quantity representing 
the departure from additivity plus a random error; i.e., if y .. is a lJ 
particular outlier observation, then y .. = o + ~- + n. + x +e ... Other-
1J 1 J 1] 
wise, yij = o + ~i + nj + eij With these assumptions, it has been 
shown that in certain cases, it is possible to reparameterize the model 
to one which contains an interaction term of the form Aa.y .. Finally, 
1 J 
with the reparameterized form of the model, the discussion on the power 
of Tukey's test and the characteristic root test was shown to be appli-
cable. 
V. A MONTE CARLO STUDY 
A. Introduction 
For a two-way crossed classification design with one observation 
per cell, let the model be given by 
y . . = 11 + T • + SJ. + Aa • y . + e •• lJ l l J lJ 
(5.1) 
i = 1,2, •.. ,t; j 1,2, ..• ,b 
where e = [ell'el2'""" ,elb'e2l'e22'""" ,e2b, ... ,etl'et2'""• ,etb]' ~ 
Nbt(Q,a2Ibt) and the parameters are subject to the restrictions Li Ti 
a = i 
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If Z denotes the t x b matrix of residuals and ~l > ~ 2 > ••• > ~b-l 
denote the nonzero characteristic roots of ZZ' (or Z'Z), Theorem 3.1 
showed that the maximum likelihood estimate of cr 2 in model (5.1), when 
A# 0, is given by 6 2 = (~2 + ... + ~b-l)/bt. Furthermore, under H :A 0 
= 0 it was shown by (3.4) that the quantity 02 = (~ 2 + ... + ~b-l)/[(b-l)(t-1) 
v 1 ], where v 1 = EH (~1 /cr 2 ), gives an unbiased estimate for a2. Both 
0 
Mandel (1969) and Johnson and Graybill (1972b) have suggested that o2 
is probably still a "good" estimator of cr 2 when A # 0 even though it is 
not unbiased. Some properties of this estimator will be examined in 
this section. Note that under the alternative hypothesis HA:A = 0, 
~l + ... + ~b-l = Tr(Z'Z) ~ cr 2 ·x' 2 [(b-l)(t-l),A2/2cr 2 ], so it follows that 
E(~ 1 + ··· + ~b-l) = cr 2 [(b-l)(t-l) + A2/o 2 ]. Since 
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E(£1 + ... + £b_1 ) = E(£1 ) + E(£2 + ... + £b~l) it is clear that at least 
one of the quantities E(£1) and E(£2 + ... + £b_1) depends on the value 
of A. 2-. 
Following the suggestion that a2 might provide a satisfactory 
estimate of a2 when A. :f 0, it becomes necessary to knmv the nature of 
this dependence on A. 2 • One way to determine the extent of this depend-
ence would be to study the joint density function and the marginal 
density functions of £1 ·and £2 + ... + £b-l" However, because of the 
complexity of these functions, a Monte Carlo study based on the method 
of Chapter 3 was conducted in the special case of b = 5 and t = 8. This 
was done for the purpose of investigating the dependence of 02 on A. 2 • 
It will be shown that if one wishes to obtain approximate functional 
forms for E(£1 ) and E(£2 + 13 + £4) as functions of A., then polyno~ial 
functions of :\2 will, in fact, give very good results. Furthermore, 
two functions of £2 + 13 + 14 are proposed as estimators of a
2 and 
their mean square errors are compared. Finally, a function of £2 + £3 + £4 
will be used to obtain approximate one-sided (upper) confidence inter-
vals for a 2 • 
In conducting the Monte Carlo study, two additional results were 
readily available. First, the distribution functions for the two sta-
\ ( )2/( . \ 2 tis tics , 5 L i y i • - y. • £2 + £ 3 + £4) an d. 8 L j ( y • j - y •• ) I ( £2 + £3 + £4) , 
were obtained. The statistic 5 Ii (yi· - Y •• ) 2/(£2 + 13 + £4) is the 
likelihood ratio test statistic for testing H
0
:T1 ••• = T 8 when inter-
action is present in the model (5.1) as discussed in Theorem 3.3. 
Similarly, the likelihood ratio test statistic for testing H
0
:S1 
= s5 when interaction is present in the model (5.1) is given by 
8 Ij (y•j ~ Y •• )2/{12 + '3 + 14). 
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The second additional problem considered in this Monte Carlo study 
involves the following model for a two-way crossed classification de-
sign with one observation per cell: 
(5. 2) 
i l, ... ,t; j = l, ... ,b 
where!:""' Nbt(Q,cr 2 Ibt) and the parameters are restricted by L· T. Ij sj l l 
= Ii ail I. a.2 = I. yjl Ij yj2 0, Ii a?l = L· 2 = I. 2 l l J l l ai2 J yjl 
= Ij 2 = 1, Ii ailai2 = I. yjlyj2 = 0 and >.1 _: >.2. In considering yj2 J 
the restrictions placed on the parameters for this model, the restric-
tions, L· a. 1a. 2 = L· y. 1y. 2 = 0 might appear to be unacceptable in that l l l J J J 
they require an orthogonality condition on the interaction parameters. 
However, not the following: Suppose that the t x b matrix of interac-
tion terms r - [y ] is expressed as r = J.*a*y*' + >.*a*r*' where 
- ij 1-1-1 2-2 2 
Li a~l = Li af2 = Lj Yj2 = Lj Yj2 = 0 and Li a~f = Li a~~ = Lj Yjf 
= Ij Yj~ = 1; and the vectors, ~f and ~~, and the vectors, rt and r~ 
are not orthogonal. If this is the case, it is clear that, unless 
a*= k a* andy*= k r* for nonzero constants kl and k2, the rank of 
-2 1-1 -2 2 1 
the matrix r is two. Thus there exists orthogonal matrices P and Q 
2 2 
such that P'fQ = diag(>.1 ,>. 2 ,o, ... ,O) where Aland >. 2 are the nonzero 
characteristic roots of rr'. (See Graybill (1969), Theorem 8.9.7, p. 
211). From this it follows that r = P[diag(>.1 ,>.2 ,o, ... ,O)]Q' and if 
~1 and ~2 and rl and r2 denote the first two columns of P and Q, re-
spectively, then r = >.l~l:ri + >.2~2r2 and Ii ailai2 = I. yjlyj2 = 0. J 
Thus without any loss of generality one can include the orthogonality 
restrictions. 
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To carry out the likelihood ratio test of H
0
:A2 = 0 in this model, 
critical points of the statistic 12/(£2 + ... + 1b~l) are needed. Ap-
proximations to these critical points were easily obtained from this 
study. 
(5.1). 
Note that when H is true, model (5.2) simplifies to the model 
0 
B. An Application of Algorithm 3.2 
Let the model for a two-way crossed classification design be given 
by (5.1) with b = 5 and t = 8. Let y = [y11 ,y12 ,y13 ,y14 ,y15 ,y21 , ... , 
y25 , ... ,y81 , ... ,y85 J' denote the vector of observations, let z = [zij] 
be the 8 x t matrix of residuals, and let 11 > 12 > 13 > 14 denote the 
characteristic roots of the matrix Z'Z. In the introduction to this 
chapter, five different functions of 11 , 12 , 13 , 14 ; namely, 11 , 
12 + 13 + 14, 5 Ii (yi•- Y •• )2/(12 + 13 + 14), 8 Ij (y•j - Y •• )2/(12 
+ 13 + 14) and £2/(£2 + 13 + 14), were mentioned as playing an important 
role in the analysis of this design. It is the purpose of this section 
to indicate how the distribution function of each of these statistics 
was Monte Carloed by means of Algorithm 3.2. 







are distributed as the roots of the random matrix W ~ 
W4(7,o2r,A2K5rr'Ks) where KSKS = Is- (1/S)Js and r(A2K5rr'Ks) = 1 
2 with nonzero characteristic root A . When b = 5 and t = 8, Algorithm 
3. 2 yields random matrices U wi th characteristic roots u1 > u2 > u3 
> u
4 
from the distribution w4 (7,I,diag(d1/o
2
,0,0,0)). For o2 I 1, the 





, respectively. Thus by assigning different values to d1 /o
2
, the 
approximate distribution functions of £1 = o
2u1 , 
t 2 + t 3 + t 4 = cr
2 (u2 + u3 + u4), and t 2/(t2 + t 3 + ~4 ) = cr2u2;[cr2(u2 
+ u3 + u4)J are immediately obtainable from the functions for u1 , u2 
+ u3 + u4 , and u2/(u2 + u3 + u4). 
To obtain the approximate distribution functions of 
5 Li (yi• - Y. ) 2 /(t2 + ~ 3 + t 4) and 8 Lj (y•j - Y.) 2/(t2 + t 3 + R- 4 ) 
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note the following. The quanti ties 5 L. (yi - y ) 2 and 8 \' . (y . - y ) 2, 
1 • • • LJ •J • • 
denote the treatment and block sums of squares, respectively, in the 
analysis of variance for this design. Further, it is well kno~ that 
Yi•- Y •• and yij- yi•- Y.j + Y •• are independent for all i and j and 
Y.j- Y •• and yij- yi•- Y.j + Y •• are independent for all i and j. 
Since t 2 , ~ 3 and t 4 are functions of yij- yi•- Y.j + Y •• , i ~ 1,2, ... ,8, 
j = 1, 2, •.. , 5, it follows that 5 Li (y i. y • .) 2 and 8 L j (y. j - y. ) 2 
are both independent of ~2 + t 3 + t 4. Finally, 5 Li (yi• - Y •• ) 2Jcr2 
~ x2 (7) and 8 \.(y . - y )2/cr2 x2(4) under the respective hYPotheses LJ • J . • • 
of no differences in treatments and no differences in blocks. Thus 
of 5 I.(y. 2 + ~3 + t4) = [5 Li (yi· - Y •• )2/cr2]/[(~2 values - Y •• ) /(~2 1 1• 
t4)/cr2] 8 I. (y . - 2 + ~3 + ~4) + t3 + and Y •• ) /(t2 J •J 
= [8 I. (y. j - Y •• )2/cr2]/[(~2 + ~3 + ~4)jo2] may be realized bY generat-
J 
ing two independent chi-square random variables with 7 and 4 degrees 
of freedom, respectively, say r 1 and r 2 , each time the random matrix 
U is generated and then calculating the ratios r 1/(u2 + u3 + u4) and 
r2/(u2 + u3 + u4). 
In the actual performance of the Monte Carlo experiment uSing 
Algorithm 3.2, the following procedures were f ollowed. The independent 
normal random variates with mean zero and variance one, {nij; i < j 
= 1,2,3,4}, were generated in pairs, say X andY, by means of the trans-
formation X= (-21 nu) 112 cos 2nV and Y == (-21 nU) 112 sin ZnV where U 
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and V are independent random variables uniformly distributed on the 
interval (0,1). Box and Muller (1958) showed that X andY are independent 
normal random variates with mean zero and variance one. The independent 
chi-square random variables v2 , v 3 , v4 needed for the algorithm and the 
two additional independent chi-square variables needed for the test 
statistics on block and treatment effects were calculated by means of 
the vlilson-Hilferty approximation formula mentioned in Section 3. B. 
The noncentral chi-square variate v1 with 7 degrees of freedom and non-
centrality parameter d1/2o
2 was obtained from the sum v + z 2 where 
v ~ x2 (6) and z ~ N((d1/o 2 ) 112 ,1) with v and z independent of each other. 
The additional independent normal variates needed for the Wilson-Hilferty 
approximations to the chi-square variates were also obtained by the 
transformation of Box and Muller. The independent uniform random vari-
ates were obtained by means of the random number generator subroutine 
found in the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package for the IBM 360 computer. 
Finally, to obtain the values of each of the five statistics, the charac-
teristic roots of the generated matrix U were found by means of the 
characteristic root subroutine described in the IBM Scientific Subrou-
tine Package. 
vlith the random matrix U obtained as described above, the algorithm 
was applied with twelve different values of d1 /o
2
, namely 0, 3/4, 2 7/9, 
5, 8 1/3, 12, 15, 20, 28, 36, 44, and 80. For each value of d1/o
2
, 
1,000 random matrices U were generated and the values of the statistics 
computed. From these values, the approximate distributions were obtained. 
The sections that follow will be devoted to a discussion of each 
of the approximate distributions so obtained. 
C. Some Results on the Distribution of i 1 
In Chapter 3, the joint density function of the characteristic 
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roots i 1 ,i2 , •.• ,ib-l of the random matrix W"' Wb_ 1 (t-l,cr
2I, diag(d1 ,o, 
.•• ,0)) was given. In the special case of b = 5 and t = 8, this den-
sity function can be written as 
where 
-(il + i2 + i3 + £4) / 2cr2 
e 
(5. 3) 
and F(7,4,A2 ,cr 2,i1 ,£2 ,i3 ,£4) .is the infinite series whose first four 
terms are 1, (A 2/cr2)s1 /56, (A
2/cr2) 2 (si + 2s2)/12256, and (A2/cr2)
3(s 3 
+ 6s1s 2 + 8s 3)/6386688 with si = L:=l (£q/cr
2)i, i = 1,2,3. (See James, 
1964, p. 485). Note that in the density function as given in Chapter 3, 
d has been replaced by A2 • This is consistent with the fact that when 
the model is given by (5.1), A2 is the only nonzero characteristic 
root of the noncentrality matrix. Throughout the remainder of this 
chapter, this nonzero characteristic root will be referred to as A2 and 
o2 will be used to denote A2/cr 2 . 
1. The Functional Forms of E(£1) and Var(£1) 
In studying the distribution of £1 as a function of /..
2 and a2 a 
first approach might be to try to characterize the functional form of 
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E82Cu1) and Var82Cu1) as functions of 8
2
• In this regard, one property 
of E02Cu1) is immediate. From (5.3) if u ~ w4 (7,I,diag(o
2
,o,O,O)) and 
u1 > u2 > u3 > u4 d~note the nonzero characteristic roots of U, then 
where C* = (o2.) 14 C. Since F(7,4,/..2 ,o 2 ,u1 ,u2 ,u3,u4) is an infinite 
series with the n'th term containing (o 2)n, it follows that E02 (u1) 
-82/2 oo n 
will also be an infinite series of the forme Ln=O an(8 2) where 
the coefficients a are the values of the term by term multiple integrals 
n 
defined over the set 0 < u4 < u3 < u2 < u1 < oo. Furthermore, since 
-8 2 /2 
this infinite series is multiplied by e , by using the series ex-
-~2/2 oo (-o2/2)n 
· e u = \ it follows that pans1on, Ln=O n! , 
E82 (ul) = [L:=o ( -1) n ( 0 2) n] [ r- an(o2)n) 2n 1 n-0 n. 
a al ao 
= a + (a - ~)8 2 +(a -- + -- )o4 + ... 
0 1 2 2 2 222! 
= c + c 82 + c 84 + ... (say) 




Thus (5.4) suggests that an n'th degree polynomial in o2 might serve 
as a suitable approximating function for E02(u1) with the value of n 
to be determined. 
By an argument similar to the one concluding with (5.4), it follows 
2 that E02(u1) can also be expressed as an infinite series in o
2
• There-
2 2 fore, since the Var02Cu1) = E02(u1) - [E02Cu1)J , a polynomial approxi-
mation to Var (21 ) as a function of cr
2 and A2 would also seem to be in 
order. 
2. Polynomial Approximations for E02Cu1 ) and Var02Cu1) 
The experimental results obtained on E02Cu1) and Var02Cu1) as 
functions of o2 are expressed in Table V and plotted in Figures 2 and 3. 
TABLE V. Monte Carlo values of the mean and variance 
of u1 as a function of o2 
82 = A2 /a2 Eo2 (ul) Var02 (u1) 
0 14.96 21.59 
3/4 15.55 22.31 
2 7/9 16.59 27.02 
5 17.97 33.06 
8 1/3 20.77 48.29 
12 24.45 67.79 
15 26.66 72.01 
20 31.21 90.85 
28 38.94 130.14 
36 46.28 160.27 
44 54.32 198.89 









-f Monte Carlo values of E82(u1) 
E (ul) = 14.96 + .8998 2 
--E (ul) 14.96 + .8018 2 + .00168 4 
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-- Var02 (u1 ) 
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I 
21.59 + 3.658 2 
21.59 + 3.988 2 - .00568 4 
--+-------~-------+------~~------r-------~------~------~-- 02 
12 24 36 48 60 72 84 




The method of least squares was used to determine the coefficients 
of the polynomial that fits the experimental results. It should be 
noted that the fitted polynomials for E02 (u1) and Var02 (u1) were re-
quired to fit exactly the points (0,14.96) and (0,21.59), respectively. 
The motivation for this comes from some Monte Carlo results of Mandel 
(1969) in which he obtained simulated values for the mean and standard 
deviation of u1 as 14.75 and 4.71, respectively. Because of the close 
agreement between Mandel's results and the results obtained in this 
experiment, the latter values were used as the constants for the fitted 
polynomials. 
Table VI lists the fitted polynomials of degree 1, 2, and 3 for 
both E02 (u1) and Var02 (u1). The column headed by "S.S. Dev." expresses 
the sum of the squared deviations between the observed and fitted values. 
These polynomials of degree 1 and 2 al also graphed in Figures 2 and 3. 
Polynomial S.S. Dev. 
14.96 + .899 02 23.85 
14.96 + .801 02 + • 0016 o4 4.36 
14.96 + .686 02 + .0070 o4 - .00005 o6 1.42 
21.59 + 3.65 02 659.85 
21.59 + 3. 98 02 - .0056 o4 463.29 
21.59 + 2.79 02 - .050 o4 - .00052 o6 85.70 
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3. Approximately Unbiased Estimators of a2 and A2 
From Table VI, the linear function for E02 (u1) is given by 
E02Cu1 ) = 14.96 + .899 o
2
• The sum of the squared deviations for this 
linear function is large when compared to the sums of the squared de-
viations for the quadratic and cubic polynomial functions. However, 
the linearity of this function does provide the means for obtaining 
simple expressions for approximate unbiased estimators of a 2 and A2 . 
LetT denote Tr(Z'Z). Since ~l + ~2 + ~ 3 + ~4 = Tr(Z'Z) = T and 
T ~ cr2 ·x'2(28,A2/2a2), then E(T) = 28a2 + A2. Thus 
E(T ~ k 1) = E(T) - kE(~l) 
= E(T) - ka2E(u1) 
= (28a2 + A2) - ka 2 (14.96 + .899A2/ a2) 
= (28 ~ 14.96 k)a 2 + (1- .899 k)A 2 . (5.6) 
Now, if the coefficient of A2 in (5.6) is required to be zero ; i.e., 
if k = 1.112, then (5.6) becomes 
(5.7) 
)n the other hand, if in (5.6) the coefficient of a2 is required to be 
~ero; i.e., if k = 1.87, then (5.6) becomes 
(5.8) 
~rom (5. 7) and (5.8), the approximate unbiased estimators for a2 and 
A2 are given by 
(5. 9) 
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With the estimators in the form of (5.9), expressions for the variance 
of these estimators are given by 
.0077 Var T + .0096 Var ~l- .017 Cov(T,~1 ) 
Var(A*2 ) = 7.52 Var ~l + 2.14 Var T- 8.03 Cov(T,~1 ) (5.10) 
Table VII summarizes the mean and variance of each of these esti-
mators. Note that the means are obtainable from (5.9) by using Table V 
and the fact that E(T) = a2 (28 + o2). To obtain the variances of these 
estimators it is necessary that the covariance of T and ~l be known. 
Approximate values of Cov(T/a2 ,u1) were calculated for each of the twelve 
values of o2 in this Monte Carlo experiment. Thus, since Var T 
a 4 (56 + 482), using the Monte Carlo results in Tables V and VII along 
with equations (5.10), the variances were obtained. 
TABLE VII. Summary for the unbiased estimators of A2 and a2 
a2 = A2 ja2 Cov(T/a2 ,u1) E (a *
2 I a 2 ) E(A*2/a2) Var(a*2/a2) Var(A*2/a2) 
0 29. 39 .998 .110 .134 46.36 
3/4 30.99 1.006 • 632 .137 45.36 
2 7/9 36.81 1.083 .521 .144 51.42 
5 43.11 1.143 1.056 .163 65.30 
8 1/3 59.91 1.162 3.863 .122 73.51 
12 77.36 1.124 8.593 .122 111.45 
15 80.61 1.171 10.268 .199 142.80 
20 96.99 1.165 15.435 .252 19 5. 79 
28 129.71 1.112 24.936 • 313 297.07 
36 160.37 1.097 33.367 • 321 346.02 
44 200.05 1.013 43.717 .255 386.40 
80 300.81 • 765 86.646 .611 652.28 
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It should be noted that it is possible to get negative estimates for 
cr 2 and A2 just as in the case of variance components. Actual experi-
mental results showed this to be the case up to one third of the time 
for A*2 with values of o2 small (say 3/4, 2 7/9, 5, and 8 1/3). Com-
paring columns one and four in Table VII further indicates that A*2 
underestimates A2 • 
D. Some Monte Carlo Results on the Distribution of ~2~~4 
Table VIII summarizes the Monte Carlo results obtained on the mean 
and variance of u2 + u3 + u4 as a function of o
2
. 
TABLE VIII. Mean and variance of (u2 + u3 + u4) 
0 13.04 16.08 
3/4 13.40 18.62 
2 7/9 14.11 20.48 
5 14.82 23.52 
8 1/3 15.91 25.76 
12 16.37 26.77 
15 16.74 30.10 
20 16.81 31.44 
28 17.48 31.18 
36 17.62 34.55 
44 17.36 33.56 
80 17.92 35.57 
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The estimator &2 = (~ 2 + ... + ~b-l)/[(b-l)(t-1)- v1 ] for the case 
of b = 5 and t = 8 takes the form a2 = (~2 + ~ 3 + ~4 )/13.04 since v 1 
E 0~ 0 (u1) = 14.96. It is clear from Table VIII that the distribution 
of cr 2 does depend on A2 and that this dependence is most strongly re-
fleeted by the increase in the variance of a2 as A2 increases. Table 
IX summarizes E02(o
2 /cr2 ), Var02 (cr 2 /o 2), and E02 (cr 2 /a2- 1)
2
. The ex-
pression, E02 (cr 2 /cr2 - 1) 2 , gives the mean squared error for a2 /a 2 and 
is easily obtained from the relationship 
It is very important to note that cr 2 appears to be a conservative esti-





































In the previous section, an approximately unbiased estimator for 
cr 2 was given by 
cr*2 = .088 T - .098 i 1 . 
Comparing the Var02(cr*2/cr2) from Table VII with E02 (cr 2/cr 2 - 1)
2 in 
Table IX shows that the two quantities are about equal foro 2 < 44 but 
when o2= 80, E80 (cr
2 /cr 2 - 1) 2 is considerably less than Var80 (cr*2/cr 2). 
Further, comparing Var02 (cr*2/cr2) with the Var02(cr2/cr2), with the ex-
ceptions of o2 = 8 1/3 and o2 = 12, the estimator, cr 2 , has the smaller 
variance. Thus, even though cr 2 gives a biased estimate of cr 2 , the 
generally smaller mean squared error of a2 seems to make 52 the more 
desirable estimator. 
Further evidence for the desirability of cr 2 as an estimator of 
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a2 is suggested by Table X. As seen in this table, the lower critical 
values of the random variable 
are generally increasing over the range of o2 . Thus if C (o2) denotes 
a 
the lower critical value of cr 2/cr 2 for a fixed a level, then c (0) 
a 
From (5.10) it follows that the value of 52/C (0) provides a conserva-
a 
tive (1 - a) 100% upper confidence bound for cr 2 . That is, cr 2 < cr 2 /C (0) 
a 
more than (1 - a) 100% of the time. Values of C (0) for all b < t = 3, a -
4, ... ,10 are given in Table XV. 
A similar attempt to find a lower bound for cr 2 fails. In this 
case' if cl-.a (o2) denotes the upper critical value of a2 /cr 2 ' then 
TABLE x. Lower critical values of the statistic a21a2 
02=A.21a2 a=. 01 a= • 025 a= .05 a= .10 
0 .408 .480 .546 .626 
314 .433 . 484 .557 .628 
2 719 .437 .517 . 591 .668 
5 .483 .521 .606 .703 
8 113 .480 .578 .654 .757 
12 .467 .586 .659 .791 
15 .520 .593 .665 .781 
20 .510 .604 .681 .776 
28 .551 . 632 .721 .832 
36 .495 .586 .682 .806 
44 . 534 .602 .679 .814 
80 .553 .607 .710 .811 
c1~a(8 2 ) again generally increases over the range of 82 so that this 
time P(a21a2 < c1_a(O)) 2 P(a21a2 < c1_a(o 2 )) or 
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(5 .11) 
From (5.11), the order of the inequality is exactly opposite of the 
desired order. However, in judging effects to be significant, an upper 
confidence bound for a2 is much more desirable. 
2 
E. Critical Points for 5 Li (y i.- Y •• ) I U-2 + ,Q, 3 + Q. 4) and 
8 \. (y . - y ) 2 I (Q.2 + ,Q,3 + Q.4) L.J •J ' •• 
In the introduction to this chapter, the roles of the two statistics 
5 Li (yi• - y • .)2 I (R,2 + R.3 + R.4) and 8 Lj (y • j - Y • .)2 I (R.2 + !1.3 + !1.4) were 
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discussed in relation to the model (5.1). Tables XI and XII give upper 
critical points for each of the statistics for the twelve different 
values of o2 • Notice that the critical values of the two statistics 
are generally decreasing over the range of o2 • This decreasing aspect 
of the two statistics is consistent with the Monte Carlo results of 
Table VIII . In Table VIII it was seen that the mean and variance of 
u2 + u3 + u4 increased as o
2 increases. Hence, the frequency of oc-
currence of large values of t 2 + t 3 + ~4 = a2 (u2 + u3 + u4) should 
increase with increasing o2 ; and, since 5 \. (y. - y ) 2 and 
L1 1• •• 
8 \. (y . - y ) 2 are statistically independent of ~ 2 + ~ 3 + ~4 , the LJ • J • • 
TABLE XI. Critical points for 5 Ii Cyi· -
2 
Y.) /(~2+~3+~4) 
o2 = A. 2 I a2 l-a=.90 1-a = • 95 1-a = • 99 
0 1.09 1.65 2.07 
3/4 1.04 1.30 1.89 
2 7/9 1.06 1.34 2.01 
5 1.00 1.19 1.76 
8 1/3 .86 1.03 1.67 
12 • 88 1.14 1.67 
15 .83 1.03 1.58 
20 . 82 1.01 1.61 
28 .83 1.03 1.63 
36 .80 .98 1.54 
44 • 84 1.07 1.85 
80 .81 1.01 1.49 
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TABLE XII. Cr itical points for 8 I. <Y . - 2 Y •• ) /( 22+ 23+ 24) J •J 
o2=A.2ja2 l-a=.90 1-a= .95 1-a= .99 
0 
.69 .88 1.18 
3/4 .68 .89 1.38 
2 7/9 .62 . 79 1.19 
5 .62 .77 1.18 
8 1/3 .59 .72 1.08 
12 .54 .73 1.13 
15 .54 .71 1.06 
20 .55 .66 1.11 
28 .52 .68 1.09 
36 .56 .69 1.11 
44 .55 .69 1.13 
80 .49 .63 1.00 
frequency of small values of the two statistics, 5 I.(y. - y ) 2/(22 1 1• •• 
2 
+ 23 + i 4) and 8 Lj(y•j- Y •• ) /(i2 + 23 + 24), should likewise increase. 
Therefore, the critical values of these t wo statistics when A. 2 = 0 
can be used for conservative tests of the hypotheses of no differences 
in treatment effects and/or no differences in block effects . To see 
this, note that these tests are to be used only when interact i on is 
present; i.e., when A.~ 0 in model (5.1). Thus, as an example, if the 
2 
observed value of 5 \. (y. - y ) /(22 + 23 + 24) is greater than l1 1• • • 
1.09, the hypothesis of no difference in treatments in the presence of 
interaction can be rejected at a Type I error level less than or equal 
to .10 since 
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P (-
5 _I_i_<Y....::i_· _-_Y_ •• _)_2 
> l.o9l"- ~ Q,2 + Q,3 + Q,4 o) < p [-5 -~-i -~-y i_n •__ Y_. -· )_2 > 1. 091 A = a) 2 N3 + Q,4 
(5.11) 
A probability statement similar to (5.11) also holds when the observed 
value of 5 \. (y. 
Ll 1• 
2 
- Y •• ) /(>?, 2 + Q, 3 + >?, 4) exceeds 1.65 or 2.07 to give 
conservative tests at the .05 or .01 levels. 
In a similar fashion, if C (o 2 ) denotes the critical value for the 
a 
statistic 8 Ij (y•j ~ Y •• ) 2/(Q,2 + Q, 3 + >?, 4) then (5.11) becomes 
so that conservative tests for block differences for the various sig~ 
nificance levels also hold. Values of C (0) forb< t = 3,4, ..• ,10 
a 
are given in Tables 18 and 19. 
F •. 
1. Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the Parameters 
Let the model for a two-way crossed classification design with one 
observation per cell be given by (5.2) with the parameter restrictions 
that follow. In data analysis, one of the immediate decisions that one 
would like to make is to determine which of the models, (5.1) or (5.2) 
or some other model, adequately describes the data, In this regard, a 
test of H :A.2 = 0, would be usef ul and one method of testing this hypoth-o 
esis would be with a likelihood ratio thest. The likelihood ratio test 
requires that the maximum likelihood estimates of all parameters under 
H and H :A.2 ~ 0 be available. In the remainder of this section, the o a 
required estimates of the parameters are obtained. To determine these 
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estimators, the maximum value of a particular quadratic form needs to 
be found. The following sequence of theorems describes the quadratic 
form, gives its maximum value, and finally, provides the maximum like-
lihood estimates of all parameters. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be any n x n symmetric matrix. Let B be any 
n x k matrix with n > k. The maximum value of ~'A~ subject to the 
restrictions B'x = 0 and ~·~ = 1 is equal to the largest characteristic 
root of (I - BB )A(I - BB-) and is attained when x = El is a charac-
teristic vector of (I - BB-)A(I - BB-) corresponding to the largest 
characteristic root of (I ~ BB~)A(I - BB-) and satisfying EiE1 = 1. 
Proof: See Johnson (1973), p. 28. 
THEOREM 5.2. The maximum value of <Ii L· a. 1y. 1y .. )
2 
J 1 J 1 ] 
= <I. L. a. 1y. 1 z .. ) 2 subject to the restrictions I. a. 1 = I. yJ. 1 = 0 1 J 1 J 1] J 1 J 
and I. a~ 1 = L· y~l = 1 is the largest characteristic root of Z'Z (or 1 1 J J 
1 1 ZZ') where Z (It - t Jt)Y(Ib - b Jb) andY is the t x b matrix of 
observations. The maximum value is attained when ~l = ~! is a charac-
teristic vector of ZZ' corresponding to the largest root of ZZ' and 
satisfying a*'a = 1 andy = y* is a characteristic vector of Z'Z ~1 ~1 ~1 -1 
corresponding to the largest root of Z'Z and satisfying r!'r! = 1. 
Proof. See Johnson (1970), p. 24. 
COROLLARY 5.2.1. Let Z, ~! and r! be as defined in Theorem 5.2. Let 
21 denote the largest root of Z'Z (or ZZ'). 
tionships hold: 
Then the following rela-
nl/2 * = )(,1 ~1 and R,l/2 y* = 1 -1 Z'a* -1 (5.12) 
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Proof: See Johnson (1970), p. 27. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let Z and Y be as defined in Theorem 5.2. Let t 1 
> .Q, 2 > ••• > .Q,b-1 denote the nonzero characteristic roots of ZZ' (or 
Z'Z) with~!'~~, ••• , ~~-l an associated set of characteristic vectors 
of ZZ' and r 1 , r 2 , ... , rb-l an associated set of characteristic vectors 
Z'Z satisfying 
a*' a* 
-i -i y"J'y. -1 -1 1, i = 1 ' 2 ' . . • ' b-1 • (5 .13) 
Let Z* =(It-! Jt- ~!~f')Y(Ib - . ~ Jb- r!r!'). Then the nonzero 
characteristic roots of Z*Z*' (or Z*'Z*) are t 2 > t 3 > ••• > tb-l with 
associated characteristic vectors ~~, .•. ,~~-land y~, ... ,y~_ 1 . 
Proof: 1 1 The matrices (Ib - t Jt - ~!~!') and Ib - b Jb - Y!r!') are 
symmetric and idempotent. Thus their ranks can be found by taking the 
trace of each so 
1 
Tr(Ib) - b Tr(Jb) - TrCr!r!') 
1 b - b b - TrCr!'r!) 
=b-1-1 
= b - 2 (5.14) 
and similarly, Tr(It - ~ Jt - ~!~!') = t - 2. 
From (5.14) it follows that r(Z*' Z*) < b-2 and if it can be shown 
that .Q,
2 
::> ••• ::> .Q,b-l are nonzero characteristic roots of Z*' Z*, then it 
follows that r(Z*'Z*) = b - 2 and that the nonzero roots of Z*'Z* (or 
Z*Z*') are exactly .Q, 2 > ••• > .Q,b_1 . To show that .Q, 2 > • • • > .Q,b-l are 
the nonzero characteristic roots of Z*'Z* with associated characteristic 
vectors {y~, ... ,:y~_1 } consider the following. Since 
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Z*'Z* = (Ib- bl Jb- y*y*')Y'(I - l J - a*a*')Y(I ~1~1 t t t -1-1 b 
by expanding the right member and noticing that 
a.nd 
the above equation becomes 
Z*'Z* = Z'Z - Z'Zy*y*' - Z'a*a*'Z + Z'a*a*'Zy*y*' - y*y*'Z'Z 
-1-1 . ~1-1 -1-1 -1-1 -1-1 
+ y*y*'Z'Zy*y*' + y*y*'Z'a*a*'Z- y*v*'Z'a*a*'Zy*y*' (5.15) 
-1-1 -1-1 -1~1 -1-1 -1~1 -1-1 -1-1 
Now, from Corollary 5.2.1, 2~/ 2 ~! = Zrt and 2~/ 2 rt = Z'~f· Further-
more, since 21 is a characteristic root of Z'Z with associated charac-
teristic vector rt, Z'Zl! = £1::r:y· Hence, (5.15) can be written as 
= z'z ~ r!lt'z'z. 
Now consider the matrix equation 
Z*'Z*y = (Z'Z - y*y*'Z'Z)y • A_y . 
- -1 1 -
Substituting y~ for y, i = 2, ... ,b-1, yields 
Z*'Z*y"1 
-1 
(Z'Z - y*y*'Z'Z)y~ 
-1 1 -1 
= z'zrt - rtrt'z'z'r~ 
= £.r* 1 .1 i = 2, .•• , b-1 (5 .16) 
These steps follow since 2. is a root of Z'Z with associated charac-
1 
teristic vector y~ and the fact that y~'r~ = 0 fori# j = 1, ... ,b-1. 
-1 -1 J 
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Thus (5.16) implies that 22 > ••• > 2b-l are the nonzero characteristic 
roots of Z*'Z* with associated characteristic vectors :y~, ... ,r~_ 1 . 
By a similar argument, it can be shown that 22 , ..• ,2b-l and~~, 
... ,~-l have the similar properties with respect to Z*Z*'· 
THEOREM 5.4. Let Y, Z, 21 , ~2 , ~l' ~2 , :y1 , and :y2 be as defined 
in Theorems 5.2 and 5.3. The maximum value of <I. I. a. 2y. 2y .. )
2 
1 J 1 J 1] 
= <Ii Ij ai2yj 2zij)
2 
with respect to ai2 and yj 2 subject to the restric-
tions 
L· a.2 1 1 0 
L· a~2 = I. Y~2 = 1 
1 1 J J 
(5.17) 
is 2 (i.e., the second largest characteristic root of Z'Z (or ZZ')). 
2 
The maximum value is attained when ~2 = ~~ and :y2 = :Y~· 
Proof: <I. L· a.2y.2y .. )2 = (~2'Y:y2)2 
1 J 1 J 1] 
= a'Yv y'Y'"' 
-2 .l.2-2 ~2 
The restrictions (5.17) can be written as 
[








, the maximum of (5.18) over ~2 subject to the restrictions 
is given by 
(5 .19) 
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from Theorem 5.1. Now j~~! = 0 so (using Theorems 6.4.5 and 6.4.8, 
Graybill (1969), p. 105 and 106) 
(5.20) 
and [j a*][j a*]-=! J + a*a*'· Thus (5.19) can be written as 
-t-1 ~t-1 t t -1-1 
Chmax[(It- tl Jt- a*a*')Yy y 'Y'(I -! J - _a*1_a*1 ')] ~1~1 -2~2 t t t 
y'Y' (I - ! J 
-2 t t t 
= y'Y'(I -! J - a*a*')Yy 
-2 t . t t -1-1 -2 
= Q, (say) 
r2 (5.21) 
and is attained when ~2 is a characteristic vector of 
( 1 ') ' ' ( 1 ') I - - J ~ a1a1 Yy2v 2Y I - - J - _a.1_a.l t . t t ~ - - ~ t t t 
corresponding to Q, 
r2 Now the maximum value of (5.21) over all y2 sub-





By an argument similar to (5.20), [ibryJ[jbry] = b Jb + ryry' · 
Thus (5.22) becomes 
= Ch (Z*'Z*) = R- 2 max 
and is attained when r2 = r~ by Theorems 5.2 and 5.3. Thus Z*'Z*y* 
-2 
= R- 2r.~ and R- 2 = r.~' Z*' Z*y.~. Now from (5 .18) and (5. 21) , the maximum 
of a'Yy2*y*'Ya is ~ * and since y_2* ~2 - ~2 -2 r2 
~ * y*'Y'(I - l J - a*a*')Yy* r2 -2 t t t -1-1 -2 
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1 1 1 r2*'(Ib- b Jb- y*y*')Y'(I -- J - a*a*')Y(I - b Jb- y*y*')a* -1~1 t t t -1-1 b -1-1 -2 
= y*'Z*'Z*y* ~ ~2 -2 = 2 . 
Further, this maximum is attained when ~2 = ~2 is a characteristic 
1 1 
vector of (It-- J - a*a*')Yy*y*'Y'(I -- J - a*a*') = Z*y*y*'Z*'· t t . -1~1 -2~2 t t t -1-1 -2-2 
This implies 
Z*'Z*r*r*'Z*'& = £ Z*'a 2 2 -2 2 -2 
~ y*y*'Z*'a = ~ 2z*'_~2 2-2-2 -2 
y*y*'Z*'a 
-2-2 -2 = Z*'"' ~2 
By substituting (5.24) in (5.23) gives Z*Z*'~2 
~2 = ~~· 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
£ 2~2 which implies 
The quadratic form alluded to earlier is the quantity described 
in Theorem 5.4; namely <I. L· a. 2y. 2z .. )
2
. With the above results and 
1 J 1 J 1] 
the following lemma, the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters 
in model (5.2) can be found. 
LEMMA 5.1. The following inequality holds for all real x > -1 
and for all positive y and n: 
Proof: For all real x it is clear that ex > 1 + x. This implies that 
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-1 -(x+l) 
which implies that y e ~ y(l + x) e for y > 0, and hence, 
-1 n -(x+l) n (y e ) > [y(l + x) e ] for n > 0 and x > -1. 
THEOREM 5.5. In the model (5.2), the maximum likelihood estimators 
of the parameters are: 
T. yi· - y •• , i 1,2, ••. ,t, 1 
sj Y.j - y •• , j 1,2, •.. ,b, 
~2 
1 ~1' the largest characteristic root of Z'Z, 
"2 the second largest characteristic of Z'Z, A.2 = ~2, root 
~l and ~2 are normalized characteristic vectors of ZZ' corresponding 
to ~l and ~2 , respectively, 
r1 and y2 are normalized characteristic vectors of Z'Z corresponding 
to ~l and i 2 , respectively, and 
82 = (~3 + ~4 + ... + ~b-1)/bt. 
Proof: Let 8 = [ll, !', ~', ~i, ~2', ri, :X:z' A.l, A.2, 02 ]'. Then 
1(8) = (l/2Ticr2 )bt/2 exp{(-l/2o 2 ) Li Lj(yij- ll- Ti- Bj- A.lailyjl 
2 
- A.2ai2Yj2) } 
I' 
+ b I.(T. ~ y. + y )2 + t ~.(B.- y. + y )2 + ~21 + ~2 
1 1 1• •• LJ J •J • • 2 
~ 2~1 I1. IJ. a.ly.lz .. - 2~2 I. L· a.2y.2z .. ]} 1 J 1] 1 J 1 J 1] 
< (l/2Ticr2)bt/2 exp{(-l/2cr 2)[I. I. z:. + (~1 - I. I. a. 1y. 1z .. ) 2 l J lJ l J l J 1] 
+ (~2- I. I. a.2y.2z .. )2- <I1. IJ. a.ly.lz .. )2 
. 1 J l J lJ 1 J lJ 
- <I. I. a.2y.2z .. )2} l J 1 J lJ 
2 
- <I. I. a.2y.2zi.) ]} l J l J J 
In Lemma 5.1, let x + 1 = (l/btcr 2)[I. I. z:.- <I. I. a. 1y. 1z .. )
2 
l J 1] . 1 J 1 J 1] 





<I. I. a.2y.2z .. ) ] 
1 J l J 1] 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
Note that (5.25) follows from Theorem 5.2 and (5.26) follows from 
Theorem 5.4. Further, the quantity x + 1 above is positive since 
243:131. 
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Simple substitution of~= [~, i'' §'' ~l' ~Z' ri, ]2, Al' A2' 02 ]' 
into the likelihood function L(~) shows that L(~) attains the maximum 
value given by (5.26). 
2. The Likelihood Ratio Test of HG:A2 = 0 
THEOREM 5.6. In the model (5.2), the likelihood ratio test sta-
tistic for testing H :A2 = 0 vs. H :A2 f 0 is A where o a 
[
,Q_3 + ... + ,Q_b-1] bt/2 
,Q_2 + ... + ,Q_b-1 
The test is: Reject H in favor of H with a Type I error probability 
o a 
Proof: L(~) is given by (5.26). L(@) was given by Johnson and Graybill 
(1972b) as 
~ bt -
L(w) = e 
- [2Tf (9,2 + ... + -\-1) l]
bt/2 
Therefore, the likelihood ratio test statistic is given by 
Let K1 be such that 
PHo[[:: ::::: ::~~Jbt/2 < kll a • 
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Then 
2 < k . t )bt/2 l 
1 
Now 2 b-1 2 < k 
(
t + ... + t - t Jbt/2 
1 if and only 
_____ t~2-----Jbt/2 
t2 + ... + tb-1 t2 + ... + tb-1 
t2 I 
< k1 which is true if and only if > 1 _ k2 bt t2 + ... + tb-1 1 k (say) 
and 
[ R-3 + ... + tb-1 
< kl] t2 ka] a = PHo t2 + ... + PH (R. > tb-1 0 2 + ... + tb-1 
3. Some Monte Carlo Results on the Distribution of t 
£2 
2 + ... + tb-1 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Monte Carlo results on the 
statistic t 2/(t2 + t 3 + t 4) were easily obtainable in that study. 
Table XIII summarizes the mean and variance of t 2/(t2 + t 3 + t 4) as 
functions of A2/a2 for the twelve different values of A2fa2. Table 
XIV presents the upper critical values for the statistic for a = .10, 
. 0 5 , and . 01 . 
In view of the earlier results on 62 and its dependence on the 







+ t 4) also depends on A
2 /o2 • However, as seen in Tables 
XIII and XIV, the dependence seems to be considerably less in this 
case. In particular, studying Table XIII with 1-a = .95, the range 
of these critical points for the twelve different values of A2/o2 is 
.046 which represents less than a 6% change from the low of .770 to 
the high value .816. For the other two values of a, the percent change 
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TABLE XIII. Monte Carlo mean and variance of 9.., 2/ (9.., 2 + 9.., 3 + 9.., 4) 
;,_2fa2 E[9..,2/(9..,2+9v3+9..,4)] Var[9..,2/(9..,2+9..,3+ 9..,4)] 
0 .609 .0090 
3/4 .611 .0082 
2 7/9 .608 .0089 
5 .611 .0086 
8 1/3 . 612 .0088 
12 .619 .0091 
15 .623 .0095 
20 .621 .0093 
28 .630 .0096 
36 .627 .0092 
44 .626 .0092 
80 .625 .0102 
is about 5%. Thus it seems that these critical points are relatively 
constant for a large range of values of ;>.. 2/cr 2• 





= 0 is not possible. However, by means of Algorithm 3.2, 
approximate critical points of 9v 2 /(9v 2 + 9v 3 + 9.., 4 + ... + 9..,b-l) can be 
calculated when ;A.f/cr2 = 0 for many differen t values of b and t and the 
data analyst can use these values in helping to decide between models 
( 5 . 1) and ( 5 . 2) . 
In the next chapter, various tabulated results will be given for 
the different statistics discussed in this chapter forb: t = 3,4, ... , 
10 and ;..f/cr2 = 0. Also, some exact results are available for a few 
TABLE XIV. Critical points for t 2/(t2 +t3 +t4) 
"A2ja2 1-a. = . 90 l-a.=.95 1-a. = • 99 
0 .734 . 782 .854 
3/4 • 734 .776 .830 
2 7/9 .740 .780 .841 
5 .734 .770 .839 
8 1/3 • 742 . 776 .843 
12 .750 .791 .839 
15 .756 .792 .858 
20 .758 .793 .861 
28 .767 .802 .858 
36 .760 . 795 .858 
44 .756 .791 .854 
80 • 770 .816 .868 
special values of b and t to provide a comparison for the reported 
Honte Carlo results. 
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VI. ADDITIONAL MONTE CARLO RESULTS AND SOME EXAMPLES 
A. Introduction 
In the previous chapter, some properties of the statistics a2 /a 2 , 
TSS/ (22 + ... + 2b-l), BSS/ (22 + ... + 2b-l), and 22 / (22 + ... + Q.b-l) were 
discussed for the special case of b = 5 and t = 8 when the model for 
a two-way crossed classification design is given by (5.1). For each 
of the statistics, the distribution function was seen to clearly depend 
on the value of A. However, when considering some inferential aspects 
of these statistics some apparently useful results were obtained from 
the distributions when the value of A was zero. Since the choice of 
b = 5 and t = 8 was co~pletely arbitrary, it should be reasonable to 
assume that the conclusions drawn there should hold for other values 
of b and t. 
In this chapter, tables of critical values of each of the statistics 
will be given when A= 0 for all values of b < t = 3,4, •.. ,10 and various 
values of a. In the process of obtaining these critical values some 
additional results on means, variances, and covariances of the charac-
teristic roots of random Wishart matrices were easily obtained and 
tables of these values will also be presented here. Finally, this 
chapter will conclude with a brief discussion of three different sets 
of data to illustrate the ideas presented in this and the preceding 
chapter. 
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B. The Monte Carlo Procedure 
To obtain the various tables presented in this chapter, Algorithm 
3.2 was employed exactly as indicated in the previous chapter with one 
exception. In those cases where t = b or t exceeds b by one, the chi-
square random variates vb-l and vb_2 with chi-square distributions 
x2 (t-b+l) and x2 (t-b+2), respectively, were generated directly as a 
sum of squares of normal random variables with mean zero and variance 
one. In these two instances notice that vb-l has either one or two 
degrees of freedom while vb_2 has either two or three degrees of freedom. 
The use of the Wilson-Hilferty chi-square approximation formula is not 
generally recommended in these cases. 
C. Tables of Critical Values Applicable to Model (5.1) 
Table XV gives the lower critical values of the statistic o2 /a 2 ; 
i.e., for specified values of b, t, and a, the table entry cb (a) is 
,t 
the number such that 
P [o 2 !a2 < cb (a)] = a . /..=0 ,t 
Recall that o2/cb (a) provides an upper (1- a) confidence bound for a2 • 
,t 
In this table, all entries which are not followed by an a, b, or c were 
obtained by dividing the approximate critical value of £2 + ... + £b- l 
by (b- l)(t-1) - v1 where v1 = E(u1) when/..= 0. 
Tables XVI and XVII have been included to give some indication 
of the accuracy of the critical values in Table XV. Table XVI presents 
the generated values for all a and all values of t when b = 3. 
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TABLE XV. Lower critical values of o2 /cr 2 , b < t = 3, 4, ... , 10 
-
t a b = 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
.01 .000146a 
. 025 .000897a 
3 
. 05 .00348a 
.10 . 0113b 
.01 .0100a .088 
.025 .0253a .149 
4 
.05 .0513a .201 
.10 .992b • 305 
.01 . 0395a .151 .245 
.025 .0741a .194 .314 
5 
• 05 .121a .250 . 372 
.10 .188b .367 .478 
.01 .0679a .242 .303 . 360 
.025 .110a .290 .368 .448 
6 
. 05 .162a . 364 .435 .503 
.10 .259b .456 .521 .589 
. 01 .117a .230 .341 .462 . 464 
.025 .175a . 333 .401 .520 .552 
7 
.05 .240a .405 . 512 .563 .594 
.10 . 333b .506 . 597 .640 .667 
.01 .154a . 291 .408 .488 .500 .576 
.025 . 218a . 369 .480 .558 .564 .623 
8 
.05 .287a .447 .546 • 596 .623 .666 
.10 . 377b .543 .626 . 693 .698 .726 
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TABLE XV. Lower Critical Values of cr2 I a2, b < t 3, 4, ... , 10 (Cont'd.) 
t a b = 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
.01 .189c .337 .433 .482 .551 .597 .566 
.025 .256c . 394 .502 .550 .594 .633 .628 
9 
.05 . 327c .447 .568 . 622 . 651 .689 .692 
.10 .400 .568 .635 .704 .723 .747 .752 
.01 .219a .406 .484 .498 .558 .592 .619 .644 
.025 .289a .463 .554 .572 .629 .665 .688 .694 
10 
.05 .36la .522 .614 .651 .660 .702 .720 .734 
. 10 .486b .620 .693 . 703 . 734 . 743 .769 .785 
a Obtained from exact lower critical values of u2 reported by 
Hanumara and Thompson (1968) divided by exact E(u2) reported by 
Johnson and Graybill (Dec. 1972). 
b Monte Carlo value of lower critical point of u2 divided by exact 
E (u2). 




TABLE XVI. Approximate lower critical values of a2Ja2 for b = 3 
a t = 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
. 01 .000106 .00752 .0380 .0920 .135 .126 .197 .249 
.025 .000501 .0215 .0736 .127 .169 .179 .236 .294 
. 05 .00396 .0535 . 115 .177 . 22 7 .265 . 314 . 355 







TABLE XVII. Comparing some approximate and exact critical values 
a 2 I a 2 with b = 3 
a. = . 01 a. = .025 a. = .05 
xl x2 a.* xl x2 a.* xl x2 a.* 
.0100 .00752 .0075 .0253 • ()215 .0205 .0513 .0535 .0517 
• 0679 .0920 .0178 .110 .127 .0338 .162 .177 .0606 
.154 .126 .0063 .218 .179 .0152 .287 .265 .0431 
Table XVII, xl' x2 and a.* are defined as follows: 
xl denotes the exact critical value 
x2 denotes the approximated critical value 
a.* is such that P(o2 /cr 2 < x2) = a.*. 
To obtain the value of a.*, the density function of u2 is needed. 
For the special cases of b = 3 and t = 2k, k = 2,3,4, ... , the joint 
density f · f d · obtained with d1 = 0 and a
2 
= 1 as unct1on o u1 an u2 1s 
where 
Then 
O<u <u <oo (6.1) 2 1 
1/2 
7f 




2k-3 -u2 -(k-1) \k-2 r 2r+l (k-2)! -r 
= Cu2 . e [2k(k-1)! u2 + L.r•l (k-r-1)! u2 ] ; 
0 < u2 < oo. (6.2) 
From (6.2), a* is obtained by evaluating ~x h(u2) du2 where x 
= [ (b-1) (t-1) - v1 ]x*, with b = 3, t = 2k = 4, 6, 8, and v1 
when A. = 0. 
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In Table XVIII, each entry cb,t(a) represents the value such that 
for a given b, t, and a, 
The entries in Table XIX are defined similarly relative to the statistic 
BSS/(~2 + ... + ~b-l). Table XX, with x1 and x2 as defined relative to 
Table XVII and a* given by 
gives an indication of the accuracy of the values in Table XIX. 
To obtain the values of a* for this table note that the density 
function of s = v/u2 is needed where v ~ x
2 (2) and v is independent of 
u2 • To obtain this density function consider the following. If V 
~ x2 (p) independent of u2, then 
f(v) 1 p/2~1 -v/2 = v e 
f(p/2) 2P12 
0 < v < oo, 
and combined with (6.2), the joint density function for v and u2 is 
.E. -1 
= C* v2 2k-3 u . 2 
k -(k-1) ,k-2 r 2r+l -r 
x [2 (k-1)! u2 . + (k-2)! Lr=l (k-r-1)! u2 ] ; 
0 < v < oo, < oo• 
' 
where C* = C/[2p/2 f(p/2)]. Applying the change of variable y1 
(6. 3) 
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TABLE XVI II. Upper critical values of TSS/(i2 + ... + ib-l) 
t a b = 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
.10 293 
3 . 05 1019 
.01 23395 
. 10 27.5 5.12 
4 .05 57.5 8.36 
.01 296.5 19.91 
.10 13.5 3.39 1.89 
5 . 05 33.5 4.52 2.51 
.01 67.0 7.34 4.31 
.10 8.03 2.57 1.41 1.03 
6 . 05 11.82 3.35 1.71 1. 24 
.01 31.29 5.86 2.32 2.04 
.10 6.77 2.14 1.16 .83 .638 
7 .05 9.60 2.92 1.48 1.02 . 736 
.01 18.15 4.93 2.43 1.51 1.213 
.10 5.42 2.02 1.09 . 76 .551 .489 
8 .05 7.80 2.50 1.65 .90 .682 . 584 
.01 16.19 4. 20 2.07 1.34 .985 . 907 
. 10 4.98 1.81 .98 .71 .556 .426 .369 
9 .05 6.44 2.21 1.20 .85 .648 .502 .436 
.01 12.34 3.48 1. 75 1.13 .863 .665 .554 
.10 3.94 1.59 .96 . 64 .521 . 419 .338 .300 
10 .05 5.18 1.99 1.15 .75 .606 .488 .404 .346 
.01 9.10 2.64 1 . 59 1.05 .880 .672 .530 .454 
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TABLE XIX. Upper critical values of BSS / ( ~ 2 + ... + ~ ) b-1 
t a b = 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
.10 293 
3 .OS 1019 
.01 23395 
.10 18.0a 5.12 
4 .OS 38.0a 8.36 
.01 198.0a 19.91 
.10 6.80 2.53 1.89 
5 .05 14.53 3.76 2.51 
.01 65.68 7.81 4.31 
.10 3.6la 1.77 1.14 1.031 
6 .05 5.76a 2.52 1.44 1.240 
.01 14.8la 3.85 2.16 2. 039 
.10 2.56 1.22 .93 .724 .638 
7 . 05 3.53 1.81 1.21 .878 . 736 
. 01 8.65 3.02 2.24 1.322 1.213 
. 10 1 . 77a .96 .69 .752 . 504 .489 
8 .05 2.61a 1.33 . 88 .734 .653 . 584 
.01 5.47a 2.09 1.18 1.122 1.000 .907 
. 10 1.41 .78 .56 .479 .432 .375 .369 
9 . OS 1.95 .99 . 72 .584 .510 .449 .436 
.01 3.99 1.48 .92 .812 .706 . 645 .554 
.10 1.13a .64 .50 .392 .346 . 330 .323 .300 
10 .05 1.61a .82 .65 .478 .420 
. 393 .367 . 346 
. 01 3.08a 1.28 .96 .685 .598 .549 .497 .454 
a Exact values. 
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TABLE XX. Comparing some approximate and exact critical values 
of BSS/(£2 + ... + £b-l) when b = 3 
a=. 01 a = .05 a = .10 
t xl x2 a* xl x2 a* xl x2 
4 198.0 237.2 .0084 38.0 38.0 .0500 18.0 17.2 
6 14.81 15.21 .0095 5.76 5.88 .0484 3.61 3.83 
8 5.47 6.99 .0055 2.61 2.99 .0381 1.77 1.97 
10 3.08 3. 55 .0067 1.61 1.74 .0422 1.13 1.24 
y 2 = u2 with I IJI I = y2 to (6.3) yields 
k -(k-1) \k-2 r 2r+l -r 
x [2 (k-1)! Y2 + (k-2 )! Lr=l (k-r-1)! Y2 ] ' 












/2 with I IJI I = 2/(y1 + 2) to give the joint density of 
s and z as 
g(s,z) 
( -2)/2 [ 2 ] (p+4k-2)/2 
C*(k-1)! s p s+2 
(p+2k-4)/2 -z 
z e 
r 2r+l (p-2) 12 (-2-] (p+4k-2r-4) /2 
+ (k-Z)! C* I~:i (k-r-1)! s s+2 
(p+4k-2r-6) /2 -z 
z e 0 < s < oo, 0 < z < oo. (6.4) 
Finally, the marginal density of s for arbitrary p and k is obtained 
from (6.4) as 
( 
+2k 2] ( 2) I (__?__] (p+2k-2) /2 g(s) C*(k-1)! r p 2 - s p- 2 s+2 
+ (k-2 )! C* \k-2 r 2r+l r[p+4k;2r-4] s(p-2)/2 l.r=l (k-r-1)! 
x [_?_J (p+4k-2r-4) /2. 
s+2 , 0 < s < oo. 
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xl 
For p = 2 and k = 2, 3, 4, 5, x1 is obtained from k g(s) ds = a for 
X 
a = .01, .05, and .10 and a* is obtained from~ 2 g(s) ds = a* for the 
various values of x2. 
To test the hypothesis that A2 = 0 in model (5. 2) ' critical values 
of the statistic ~2/(~2 + ... + ~b-1) are needed. These values are pre-
sented in Table XXI where, for given values of b, t, and a, the table 
entry cb (a) satisfies 
,t 
0] = a. 
In addition, Tables XXII and XXIII summarize the Monte Carlo results 
for the mean and standard deviation of ~ 2 /(~2 + ... + ~b-l) when Al = 0. 
D. Some Additional Tables 
Tables XXIV through XXXIII in the remainder of this section deal 
with the means, variances, and covariances of the characteristic roots 
of random Wishart matrices which are distributed Wb-l (t-l,cr2 I). 
ordered characteristic roots are denoted by 0 < £b-l < ••• < £1 
The 
< 00 
and Tr denotes ~l + ~ 2 + ... + £b_1 . With the exception of those results 
already referred to in earlier sections of this dissertation, no further 
application of these tables will be made at this time. They are in-
eluded here simply for future reference. 
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TABLE XXI. Upper critical values of 121(12 + ... + 1b~l) 
t a b = 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
.10 .9969 
4 .05 .9993 
.01 .99994 
.10 .971 . 899 
5 .05 .986 . 930 
.01 .997 .968 
.10 .937 . 825 .750 
6 .05 .970 .860 .797 
.01 .995 .922 .851 
.10 .901 .778 .693 .634 
7 .05 .927 .806 .728 .675 
.01 .967 .863 .826 . 739 
.10 .874 .734 .643 .583 .550 
8 .05 .909 .782 .682 .610 .575 
.01 .965 .854 .752 .667 .633 
.10 .849 . 702 .621 .552 .500 .487 
9 .05 .890 .741 .656 .575 .542 .509 
.01 .942 .790 .721 . 639 .592 .561 
.10 .833 .685 .592 .531 .492 .452 .428 
10 .05 ,860 .714 .646 .562 .511 .476 .442 
.01 .913 .775 .687 .626 .557 .522 .491 
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TABLE XXII. Expected value of £2/ (9.,2 + ... + Q,b-1) 
t b = 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4 .888 
5 . 825 .733 
6 .786 .674 .613 
7 .754 .636 .569 .517 
8 .730 .609 .536 . 489 .457 
9 .716 .585 .516 .466 .432 .410 
10 .697 .572 .494 .446 .413 .384 .367 
TABLE XXIII. Standard deviation of £2/ (9.,2 + ... + Q,b-1) 
t b = 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4 .115 
5 .121 .120 
6 .114 .112 .100 
7 .108 .100 .091 .083 
8 .105 . 095 .082 .071 .068 
9 .099 .086 .078 .065 .060 . 057 
10 .095 .080 .073 .064 .056 .052 .046 
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TABLE XXIV. Mean of t2 + ... + tb-1 
t b = 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 .43a 
4 l.OOa 2.29 
5 1.64a 3.66 5.93 
6 2.67a 5.16 8.12 11.30 
7 3.06a 6.65 10.78 14.65 18.90 
8 3.80a 8. 23 13.04 17.82 23.14 28 . 04 
9 4.55 9 . 69 15.78 21.35 27,22 33 . 59 39.67 
10 5.34a 11.59 18.12 24.92 31.68 38.80 45.61 52.53 
TABLE XXV. Standard deviation of t 2 + ... + tb-1 
t b = 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 . 63b 
4 l.OOb 1.57 
5 1.33b 2.06 2.67 
6 1.62b 2.57 3.20 3.92 
7 1.8lb 2.80 3.84 4.57 5.21 
8 2.10b 3.37 4.01 5.02 5.92 6.35 
9 2.35b 3.60 4.88 5.54 6. 60 7.03 7.88 
10 2.52b 3.79 5.04 5 .94 6.72 7.48 8.63 8.94 
a Exact values from Johnson and Graybill (19 72b). 
b Exact values from Johnson (1970). 
Note all values in these tables should be multiplied by 02, 
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TABLE XXVI. Expected values of three largest characteristic roots 
t b = 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 3.57a 
4 5.00a 6.85 
5 6.36a 8.28 10.21 
6 7.33a 9.99 11.71 13.57 
1 
7 8.94a 11.22 13.54 15.49 17.22 
8 10.20a 12.72 14.96 16.91 19.19 20.81 
9 11.42 13.98 16.54 18.80 20.59 23.14 25.02 
10 12.66a 15.51 18.29 20.10 22.59 24.71 26.42 28.21 
3 .43a 
4 1.00a 2.03 
5 1.64a 3.00 4.32 
6 2.67a 4.02 5.45 6.87 
2 
7 3.06a 4.98 6.81 8.28 9.74 
8 3.80a 5.96 7.94 9.50 11.27 12.76 
9 4.55 6.90 .918 10.96 12.61 14.47 16.20 
10 5.34a 8.04 10.31 12.23 14.10 15.96 17.47 19.21 
4 .26 
5 .66 1.41 
6 1.14 2.19 3.19 
3 7 1.67 3.08 4. 23 5.50 
8 2.27 3.84 5.21 6.61 7.74 
9 2. 79 4.76 6.20 7.74 9.06 10.54 
10 3.55 5.50 7.28 8.86 10.35 11.73 13.18 
a Exact values from Johnson and Graybill (1972b). 
Note each value should be multiplied by cr 2 • 
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TABLE XXVII. Standard deviations of three largest characteristic roots 
t b = 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 2.58a 
4 3. 00a 3.37 
5 3.34a 3.65 3.90 
6 3. 64a 4.10 3. 93 4.43 
1 
7 3.90a 4.12 4 . 56 4.74 4.65 
8 4.74a 4.45 4.65 4.88 5.11 5.41 
9 4 . 29 4.68 4.84 5.21 5 . 32 5.55 5.77 
10 4.58a 4.75 5.16 5 . 01 5 . 33 5.37 6.18 5.94 
3 . 63b 
4 l.OOb 1.42 
5 1. 33b 1.70 2.00 
6 1.62b 2.03 2.27 2.52 
2 
7 1.8lb 2.14 2.56 2.72 2.98 
8 2 .lOb 2.50 2.61 2 , 94 3.18 3.30 
9 2. 35b 2.65 3. 01 3.12 3.22 3.47 3.71 
10 2.52b 2. 74 3.04 3.20 3.45 3.56 3.89 3.71 
4 .37 
5 .69 .98 
6 .94 1. 21 1.50 
3 7 1.09 1.50 1.75 1.93 
8 1.40 1.58 1.89 2.11 2.18 
9 1.52 1.91 2.06 2 . 40 2 . 37 2.53 
10 1.73 2.02 2.27 2 . 38 2.44 2 . 79 2 . 86 
a Exact values from Johnson and Graybill (1972b). 
b Exact values from Johnson (1970) . 
Note all values should be multiplied by cr 2 • 
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TABLE XXVIII. Covariance of .t1 and .t2 
t b = 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 . 47b 
4 l.OOb 1.88 
5 1. 53b 2.59 3. 39 
6 2.04b 3.62 4.12 5.09 
7 2.85b 3.73 5.24 6.00 6.29 
8 3.24b 4.63 5.44 6.57 7.16 8.32 
9 3. 53b 5.28 6.73 7.14 7.73 8.28 10.60 
10 4.27b 5.10 6.69 7.77 8.59 9.07 11.84 10.46 
TABLE XXIX. Covariance of .t1 and i3 
t b 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4 .20 
5 .41 .83 
6 .84 1.44 2.01 
7 .97 1.62 2.75 2.47 
8 1.24 1.89 2.40 3.47 3.23 
9 1.56 2.77 3.00 3.88 3.51 4.27 
10 1.43 2.57 3.13 3.50 4.11 5.56 4.65 
b Exact values from J ohnson (1970). 
Each table entry should be multiplied by o4 • 
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TABLE XXX.. Covariance of ~2 and ~3 
t b = 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4 .15 
5 .40 .88 
6 .80 1.56 1.89 
7 1.02 1.89 2.44 3.01 
8 1.59 1.81 2.99 3.56 3.45 
9 1.80 2.95 3.18 4.56 4.14 4.87 
10 1.94 3.09 3.57 4.01 4.40 6.08 5.95 
TABLE XXXI. Covariance of Tr and ~l 
t b = 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 7.13b 
4 lO.OOb 13.45 
5 12.69b 15.74 19.52 
6 15.29b 21.29 23.22 27.26 
7 18.06b 21.71 2 7. 98 32.61 31.84 
8 20. 38b 25.66 29.41 34.05 39.00 43.16 
9 21. 93b 28.79 33.89 38.87 43.00 45.61 51.90 
10 25.25b 29.10 36.74 37.94 42,89 45.89 61.15 56 . 28 
b Exact values from Johnson (1970). 
Each table entry should be multiplied by o4 • 
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TABLE XXXII. Covariance of Tr and ~ 2 
t b 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
3 . 87b 
4 2.00b 4.04 
5 3.30b 6.02 8.34 
6 4.66b 8.55 11.31 13.84 
7 6.13b 9.34 14.10 16.81 19.52 
8 7.65b 12.45 14.58 19.31 23.12 25.38 
9 9.05b 14.12 19.77 21.78 25.70 28.34 34.06 
10 10.62b 14.53 20.12 23.57 27.44 30.25 38.71 36.02 
TABLE XXXIII. Covariance of Tr and ~3 
t b = 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4 .49 
5 1.24 2.75 
6 2.52 5.15 6.74 
7 3.18 6.19 9.28 10.80 
8 4.80 6.86 10.27 13.70 14.21 
9 5.65 10.32 12.27 17.23 16.85 20.35 
10 6.36 10.81 14.20 16.41 18.69 25,54 25.58 
b Exact values from Johnson (1970). 
Each table entry should be multiplied by cr 4 • 
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E. Applications of Model (5.1) 
In this section, three examples of data satisfying the two-way 
crossed classification design will be discussed to illustrate some of 
the ideas presented earlier. 
The first example consists of data from an experiment of Carter, 
Collier, and Davis (1951) as discussed by Johnson and Graybill (1972b). 
The data given here in Table XXXIV are part of a larger experiment to 
determine the effectiveness of blast furnace slags as agricultural 
liming materials on three types of soil. The observations are yields 
in bushels of shelled corn per acre. 
By Tukey's single degree of freedom test for nonadditivity, one 
must conclude the data are additive. Thus the estimate of the error 
variance is 78.95. The hypothesis, H : no differences in soils, is 
0 
rejected since BMS/EMS = 36.07 and the hypothesis, H : no differences 
0 
in liming treatments, is accepted since TMS/EMS = 1.54 which is not 
significant. 
On the other hand, applying the test of H :A= 0 in model (5.1), 
0 
the one percent critical point of the statistic 21 /(21 + 22) is .9587 
while the observed value is .9954 so one must conclude that there is 
a significant amount of nonadditivi ty present in the data. With this 
conclusion, the next step in the analysis mi ght be to consider differ-
ences in soil types and differences in liming treatments. From the 
data, one would immediately conclude there are differences between soil 
types . On the other hand, the one percent critical value for the liming 
treatments statistic from Table XVIII is 18.15 while the observed value 
is 166.53. Thus, with model (5 . 1) describing the data, there are sig-
n ificant differences between l i ming treatments . 
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TABLE XXXIV. Data: Yields of corn in bushels per acre 
Soil Types 
Very 
Pounds Minor fine Sandy 
Per elements sandy clay Loamy 
Liming Treatment Acre added loam loam sand Totals 
No lime 0 None 11.1 32.6 63.3 107.0 
Course slag 4000 None 15.3 40 . 8 65.0 121.1 
Medium slag 4000 None 22.7 52.1 58.8 133.6 
Agricultural slag 4000 None 23.8 52.8 61.4 138.0 
Agricultural limestone 4000 None 25.6 63 . 1 41.1 129.8 
Agricultural slag 4000 B,Zn,Mn 31.2 59.5 78.1 168.8 
Agricultural limestone 4000 B,Zn,Mn 25.8 55.3 60.2 141.3 
Totals 155.5 356.2 427.9 
Since one must conclude that there are differences between liming 
treatments, the next step would be to investigate the nature of these 
differences. To do this, an estimate of cr2 independent of the treatment 
effects is needed. The estimator, 82 , discussed earlier provides such 
an estimate. With ~ 2 = 4.39 and E(~1 /cr 2 ) = 8.94, the estimate of cr 2 
is given by 02 = 4.39/(12- 8.94) = 1.43. This estimate seems to be 
unusually small but one must remember that a multiplicative interaction 
term is now included along with the additive effects of soils and liming 
treatments. Furthermore, the maximum likelihood estimates of A, ~' and 
" 1/2 " 4 4 ' Y. are A = ~l = 30. 71, ~. = [-.48, -.3 , . 09, .0 , . 77, -.21, .13 ] , 
and i = [.21, .58, ~.79]' so that the interaction term does account 
for this large difference between the two estimates. With the above 
estimate of cr 2 some approximate mul tiple comparisons of effects could 
be made. 
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TABLE XXXV . Analysis of variance, corn experiment 
Source df ss Test Statistic 
Total 20 7374.83 
Soils 2 5696 .34 BSS/£,2 1297.57 
Treatments 6 731.06 TSS/£,2 = 166.53 
Residual 12 947.43 
Non-addi tivity 1 1.14 T .01 
Remainder 11 946.29 
Residual 12 947 . 43 
£,1 8.94 943.04 £,1/ (£,1 + £,2) = • 9954 
i2 3.06 4.39 
Finally, note that the lower .10 critical value of a2 /a 2 is .333 
so that a conservative 90% upper bound for cr 2 is 1.43/.333 = 4.29. Also 
notice that the residual sum of squares in the analysis of variance 
table, Table XXXV, is expressed as a "sum of squares" in two different 
ways: the first involves Tukey's statistic, T = 1.14; and the second 
2 involves the fact that Ii Ij zij = i 1 + i 2 = 943.04 + 4.39. Further-
more, the degrees of freedom associated with i 1 and £, 2 correspond to 
EH (i1/a
2 ) = 8.94 and EH (i2/a
2 ) = 3.06 as used by Mandel (1969) in 
0 0 
his discussion of model (5.1). 
As a second example, consider the set of data in Table XXXVI taken 
from Davies (1954), p. 305. Both Tukey's test for nonadditivity and 
Johnson and Graybill's test of H
0
:J.1 = 0 show significant nonadditivity 
present. Thus, since the data is nonadditive, a second step would be 
to decide between models (5.1) and (5.2). In this regard, the observed 
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TABLE XXA'VI. Data from Davies 
Treatments 
1 2 3 4 5 Totals 
1 28.2 29.3 33.7 41.2 50.9 183.3 
2 23.5 24.8 24.1 34.7 32.8 139.9 
Blocks 
3 17.4 15.2 17.8 14.7 16.6 81.7 
4 10.1 11.5 15.6 9.9 4.7 51.8 
Totals 79.2 80.8 91.2 100.5 105.0 





























BSS/(~2 +~ 3 ) 
TSS/(~2 +~ 3 ) 
T = 29 . 84 
50.24 
3.20 
~1/ (~1 + ~2 + ~3) = • 8986 
~2/(~2 + ~3) = . 7225 
value of ~ 2 /(~ 2 + ~ 3 ) is .7225 and the ten percent critical value for 
this statistic is .971. Hence model (5.1) seems to adequately describe 
the data. The maximum likelihood estimates of the interaction parameters 
A1 , ~1 , and r1 are given by ~l = ~i/ 2 = 19.14, ~l = [-.37, -.32, -.35, 
.29, .75]', and i 1 = [.69, .23, -.31, -.61]', respectively. Table 
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XXXVII outlines the analysis of variance for this set of data. Notice 
again the two different decompositions of the residual sum of squares 
corresponding to Tukey's test and the likelihood ratio tests, respec-
tively. 
Additional discussion or analysis of this data would include the 
ideas presented relative to the previous example. In this regard, 
there are significant differences among blocks, no significant differ~ 
ences among treatments, and &2 = 11.11 with the conservative 90% upper 
bound for cr 2 given as 29.79. 
In Davies' discussion of this data set, he treated the data as 
additive data with 82 = 33.97 and he also concluded that there were no 
differences in treatments and significant differences in blocks. 
As a final example, consider the following data taken from an 
example given by Scheffe (1959), p. 143. The data given here in Table 
XXXVIII are part of a larger experiment to determine the effect of x 
milligrams of potassium bromate per loaf of bread when 100-gram batches 
of dough are made using different varieties of wheat flour. The obser-
vations are volumes of the baked loaves expressed in milliliters. Only 
half of the data was used here since critical points have not yet been 
obtained for values of b and t larger than 10. 
The observed value of Tukey's statistic is 2.974 which is signifi-
cant at the .10 level but not at the .05 level. Furthermore, the 
characteristic roots of Z'Z are 41462, 9688, 671, and 276 so that the 
observed values of ~1 /(~1 + ~2 + ~ 3 + ~4 ) and ~ 2 /C~2 + ~ 3 + ~ 4 ) are 
.7959 and ,9110, respectively, with both values exceeding their respec-
tive one percent critical values. Thus it is seen that when no functional 
form of the interaction term is assumed, the question of the data being 
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TABLE XXXVIII. Data: Potassium bromate vs. varieties of wheat 
Amount of potassium bromate 
0 1 2 3 4 Totals 
1 950 1075 1055 975 880 4935 
2 890 980 955 865 825 4515 
3 830 850 820 770 735 4005 
Wheat 4 770 815 765 725 700 3775 
Variety 5 685 835 870 875 880 4145 
6 885 910 890 835 785 4305 
7 985 1075 1070 1015 1005 5150 
8 710 750 740 725 720 3645 
Totals 6705 7290 7165 6785 6530 
additive or nonadditive is not clearly resolved. On the other hand, if 
the interaction term is expressed as a sum of multiplicative contrasts, 
then at least two such terms are required for this set of data. Note 
that, since at least two multiplicative terms are required, the tests 
for treatment and block differences as well as the properties of cr 2 do 
not hold for this data set. If, however, model (5.2) does fit the data, 
then the maximum likelihood estimates for the interaction parameters 
1/2 A £2 = 98.4, ~1 [-.18, -~21, -.26, -.20, 
.84, -.27, .14, .14]'' ~2 = [. 72, .30, -.29, -.27, .10, -.15, .03, -.44]', 
rl = [.68, -.27, .02, .33, .60]', r2 =[-.55, .42, .54, .07, -.48]'. 
Furthermore, the maximum likelihood estimate of cr 2 is (£ 3 + £4)/40 
= 947/40 23.7. From the earlier work on model (5.1) it is clear 
that (£3 + £4)/(28- \)l- \) 2), where \)l = EA1
=0 C£1/cr
2 ) and \) 2 
= EA =0(£2/cr
2 ), is an unbiased estimate of a2 • For this set of data, 
1 
the estimate is 947/5.2 = 182.1. 
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TABLE XXXIX. Analysis of variance, bread experiment 
Source df ss Test Statistic 
Total 39 500,784 
Treatments 7 397,394 
Blocks 4 51,293 
Residual 28 52,097 
Non-additivity 1 5,169 T 2.974 
Remainder 27 46,928 
Residual 28 52,097 
21 14.96 41,462 21/(21+22+23+24) = .7959 
22 7.94 9,688 22/(22+23+24) = .9110 
23 3.84 671 
24 1.36 276 
In conclusion the examples presented here illustrate the uses of 
the statistical tests that pertain to data satisfying model (5.1). The 
greatest advantage of this method of analysis is the fact that an inde-
pendent estimate of the error variance is available. Even though the 
estimate of cr 2 is biased, the fact that, in general, the estimate is a 
conservative one makes it useful in making inferences about treatment 
and block effects. 
From chapter 4, it was seen that the likelihood ratio test of H :A1 - 0 
= 0 has good power in detecting certain types of outliers in a two-way 
additive data set. If, in fact, H
0
:A1 = 0 is rejected, a next step in 
the analysis might be to look for possible outliers in the data. This 
could be easily accomplished by using Johnson and Graybill's (1972a) 
method of 2 x 2 contrasts. However, if this alternative is not possible 
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to complete, then one still has the estimate a2 available for additional 
analysis of the data. 
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VII. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FURTHER PROBLEMS 
The problem of interaction in data satisfying the two-way crossed 
classification design with one observation per cell has been attacked 
by many different authors with as many different plans of attack. In 
this dissertation an attempt has been made to supplement several of 
the discussions presented by earlier writers. 
A common aspect of many of the questions considered here was the 
problem of dealing with the distribution function of the characteristic 
roots of certain noncentral random Wishart matrices. Various exact 
results are available in this regard but they are of such a difficult 
theoretical nature that attempts at using these in application to 
data analysis have failed. Consequently, the simulations of the dis-
tributions of the various functions of the characteristic roots were 
investigated. 
Two methods for generating random matrices with noncentral Wis-
hart distributions have been presented. The first method is a very 
general method for generating random matrices W- W (n,~,M) with p 
r(M) = m 2 p. The second method is a method which is very much "prob-
lem oriented" in that this method allows for generating noncentral 
Wishart matrices when r(M) = 1. This type of random matrix is of 
special interest when considering certain models for the crossed 
classification. 
An answer that is always of interest when considering a hypothesis 
testing problem is the power of the test under the alternative hypothesis. 
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Tukey's test for interaction has received much attention and the power 
of this test for a specific alternative was discussed by Ghosh and 
Sharma. More recently Johnson and Graybill presented a likelihood 
ratio test for interaction. In chapter 4, the power functions for 
both test statistics were presented for different forms of the inter-
action term. Furthermore, numerical results were presented for both 
tests in the case of 5 x 8 experimental design. 
In chapter 5, a detailed Monte Carlo study of the 5 x 8 experi-
mental design with interaction when the interaction term is given by 
Aaiyj was presented. The quantity, (t2 + t 3 + t 4)/13.04, was studied 
as an estimator of the error variance. The quantitites, TSS/(t 2 +.Q, 3 +.Q, 4) 
and BSS/(t
2 
+ t 3 + .Q, 4) were studied with the effect of various non-
zero values of A2 observed. Also in this chapter, the likelihood 
ratio test of H
0
:A2 = 0 when the interaction term is given by 
Alailyjl + A2ai2yj 2 was developed. The test statistic was determined 
to be t 2/(t2 + ... + tb-l) for arbitrary values of band t. Critical 
values of this statistic when b = 5 and t = 8 were calculated for 
various values of A1 . 
Some conclusions that can be drawn from the preceding are as 
follows: 
(1) Algorithm 3.2 presents an easily programable technique for 
generating random Wishart matrices when the noncentrality matrix is 
of rank one. 
(2) The power of Tukey's test for interaction depends very heavily 
on the values of the pseudo correlation coefficientsp 2 , and p2 Q' 
a,T y,fJ 
when the interaction term is given by Aa.y .. 
1 J 
(3) The power of the likelihood ratio test is independent of 
P~,T and P~,S' and depends entirely on the value of A2/a2. 
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(4) For certain types of outliers in two-way crossed classifica-
tion designs with additive data the likelihood ratio test will have 
greater power in detecting the outlier(s) than Tukey's test. 
(5) The mean and variance of ~las well as of ~2 + ... + ~b-l can 
be expressed as polynomial functions of A2 /o 2 for a wide range of 
values of A2/a2. 
-2 -(6) The quantity, a - [~2 + ... + ~b-l]/[(b-l)(t-1)- EH (~ 1 )], 
0 
provides a conservative estimate of o2 when A ~ 0 in model (5.1) and 
hence should be quite useful in analyzing two-way crossed classifica-
tion models. 
(7) One sided conservative (upper) confidence intervals for a 2 
can be obtained using the statistic cr 2 • 
(8) Critical points of the statistics, TSS/(~2 + ... + ~b-l) and 
BSS/ (~2 + ... + ~b-l) when A = 0 can be used to obtain conservative 
tests of the hypotheses of treatment and/or block differences when 
A ~ 0. 
(9) Critical points of the statistic ~ 2 /(~2 + ... + ~b-l) when 
Al 0 are useful in testing H
0
:A2 = 0 in model (5.2) . 
As a result of conclusions six through nine above, additional 
simulations of the distribution functions of the above mentioned sta-
tistics were carried out for all values of b < t 3,4, ... ,10 and 
A = 0. A few exact results on critical points are available and the 
simulated results in these cases compared favorably to the exact 
results. 
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As is the case in any Monte Carlo study, once the need for the 
simulation procedure is established, the question of "sample size" is 
not easily resolved. In this study, initial experiments were carried 
out with samples of size 500 but repeated experiments with sample 
size indicated a large variation between results. Limited resources 
for this study made it impossible to generate "large" samples so all 
conclusions drawn in this thesis are based on samples of size 1000. 
Additional problems that are suggested as a result of the work 
done here are as follows: 
(1) Extend the method of Algorithm 3.2 to generating random Wis-
hart matrices in the cases when 2 ~ r(M) ~ p. 
(2) Study the power of Tukey's test and the likelihood ratio 
test when the model is given by (5.2) or, more generally, when the 
model is given by (2.6). 
(3) Determine appropriate critical points so that 
(R,2 + ... + R,b-l)/[(b-l)(t-1) - . v 1 J can be used to give two sided con-
fidence intervals for a2 • 
(4) Develop likelihood ratio tests for H :A.~ 0, i ~ 3, ... ,b- l 
0 ]_ 
in the model (2.6). It is quite clear what form these tests will take. 
(5) Continue work on developing an unbiased estimator for a2 . 
From some results in this paper, using a linear function of R,l does 
not seem to yield satisfactory results . 
(6) Investigate furt her an estimator for A. The ma~imum like-
lihood estimate for A2 i s R, 1 . This es t imate is b i ased. Furt hermore, 
us i ng a certain linear fun ct i on of R, l as an estimator does not seem 
to be satis f actory . 
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